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Abstract
Previous missions to Mars have landed masses of approximately 1 metric ton on
the surface. Vehicles large enough to support humans on the flight to Mars and land
them safely on the surface are closer to 100 metric tons, a two order of magnitude
increase. This large mass causes many changes in the EDL of a manned vehicle
compared to proven unmanned landers. One critical change is the potential choice of a
propulsive descent to replace parachute systems that do not scale to large masses. The
placement of these engines on a lander is subject to many concerns such as heat shield
packing, cargo handling, and engine out mitigation. Engine out mitigation is of
considerable interest because configurations that improve failure mitigation tend to be
poorer for the other considerations. This thesis presents the development of a simulation
of the descent phase of a manned landing at Mars, an overview of the effects of the
various requirements on manned lander engine configuration and the results of a 6 DOF
analysis of engine failure scenarios.
Thesis Supervisor: David Miller
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1:
Background and Framework
1.1 Introduction
On January 14, 2004 President Bush announced his Vision for Space Exploration
(VSE) in order to give NASA direction in the wake of the Columbia disaster [15]. The
VSE included calls for the development of new space vehicles, including the Crew
Exploration Vehicle (CEV), and a plan for human exploration of the Moon and Mars.
NASA funded eleven groups, including a combined team from MIT and Draper Labs, to
study exploration architectures that could support the VSE. While the MIT/Draper
proposed architecture is a complete plan for manned exploration of Mars and the Moon,
this thesis focuses on one small part of that architecture: how to safely land humans on
Mars.
Landing on Mars is a challenging, risky process. Lately the design of Mars
landing vehicles has relied heavily on proven technology from the Viking era; however to
a large extent this is no longer possible for manned landing vehicles like the Transfer and
Surface Habitat (TSH). The baseline TSH considered during the MIT/Draper Concept
Exploration and Refinement (CER) study weighed approximately 100 metric tons
including the heat shield and propellant. As the summary of historical and planned
American and European Mars landers in Appendix A shows, this is more than a hundred
times the entry mass of the largest landers yet sent to Mars. This greatly increased mass
causes many difficulties in the design of manned landers. Notably, parachutes are the
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main deceleration device used in robotic probes but they scale very poorly with mass.
Landing a 100 ton vehicle on Mars using only parachutes and landing gear would require
a parachute almost 3.5 kilometers in diameter [16, 36], which is obviously infeasible.
Also parachutes tend to cause a vehicle to have a large landing ellipse because they make
the landing position more sensitive to wind. These two concerns caused the CER
baseline TSH to use rocket engines to provide the bulk of the deceleration during the
descent phase of EDL.
The decision of where to place the rocket engines became an issue during the
design of the TSH. Table 1.1-1 lists five requirements that it was decided that the TSH
must meet. The TSH rocket engines need to be arranged in a way that allows all five
requirements to be met. Other members of the CER team analyzed compliance with
requirements 1 through 3. This report deals with requirements 4 and 5.
Table 1.1-1 Relevant Requirements
1) The TSH must be capable of assembling with other mission elements to form stacks.
2) The TSH must meet the packaging constraint of the EDL heat shield.
3) The TSH must allow for cargo handling and unloading by astronauts after landing.
4) The TSH must land safely in the event of a single engine out scenario.
5) The TSH must keep acceleration within crew tolerance during EDL.
Two representative engine configurations have been considered in this analysis.
The first, called the clustered case, consists of four rocket engines placed as close to the
vehicle centerline as possible. The second, called the modular case, consists of eight
rocket engines placed around the outside of the vehicle. The rocket engines in the
clustered case are placed 1.4 meters from the centerline of the vehicle, whereas the
engines in the modular case are 5 meters from the centerline. These two cases are shown
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in Figure 1.1-1. In both cases the TSH is vertically oriented, or in other words the vehicle
is roughly cylindrically shaped and lands on its base. This choice was made because
vertical orientations were determined to have more useful area for operations in a
gravitational field than horizontal orientations [14]. These two configurations were
chosen because of their differing sets of perceived benefits and drawbacks, as
summarized in Table 1.1-2. Generally, the modular case was thought to have better
packaging and cargo handling characteristics, but to be more difficult to control. The
decision to use twice as many engines in the modular case as in the clustered was made to
reduce the impact of the large moment arm on the disturbance caused by a single engine
failure in the modular case.
Clustered Modular
Figure 1.1-1 Engine Configurations Considered
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Table 1.1-2: Engine Configuration Benefits Brainstorming Results
Config Clustered under CG Modular Engine Pods
e Engine out can be compensated by e Scalability - can adapt to any size / shape payload
gimballing remaining engines
* Can land modules close to the ground by mounting
* Simple implementation - large engines, to sides (no height penalty)
one set of tanks & plumbing
Pros 0 Modularity provides some cost savings
* More loosely coupled to attitude control e Large numbers of small engines can provide a very
since engine thrust vector is close to CG wide range of throttling
* Engine gimballing may not be required
* Inflexible - need to do a new design for 0 Engine out must be compensated by turning of
every payload another engine
* Drives to a high crew egress / carge 0 Must have at least two engines per pod to
offload height guarantee propellant utilization with engine out
* Highly coupled to attitude control since engine
thrust vector is far from CG
Cons * Mass penalty because we are driven to large
numbers of small engines with separate tanks
plumbing for each module
* Engine performance reduced when scaling to small
sizes
* Potentially more LEO assembly events - each po
is its own "mini spacecraft"
Requirement 5, modeling engine out scenarios, was a particular concern because
we could not find an example of a manned lander powered by rocket propulsion that
placed the rocket engines significantly off of the vehicle centerline. The Apollo LEM
only had a single rocket engine on the centerline of the vehicle [8]. The descent engine
was designed to be highly reliable and if the engine failed there was no possible way for
the vehicle to recover without separating the ascent stage. The TSH considered by the
CER study required too much thrust to use a single rocket engine, so the Apollo lander
architecture could not be used. Multiple engines mean engine failure is more likely, but
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also possibly recoverable, so contingency plans should be made to ensure that the crew
survives an engine out scenario. Another manned vehicle, the space shuttle orbiter, has
multiple engines that need to gimbal to keep the thrust vector pointed through the vehicle
center of gravity similar to the TSH. The shuttle has contingency plans in case of engine
failure, but since the shuttle uses its main engines for ascent instead of descent these
contingency plans are not directly relevant to the TSH. The space shuttle also spurred the
development of advanced fault detection and isolation, FDI, algorithms for its reaction
control system (RCS) engines [17]. These algorithms are also irrelevant to the TSH
descent problem because the TSH's engines are so large that FDI will be easy to
accomplish; recovering from the fault is the difficult part.
Because of the lack of a historical analogue to our proposed TSH architecture it
was decided that a significant amount of effort should be expended on ensuring that it
was possible to safely land the TSH even if one of its engines failed. This analysis
required higher fidelity modeling in certain areas than were considered in the analysis of
the nominal Mars descent profile [18, 3.5]. In particular aerodynamic stability and a full
six degree of freedom, or 6DOF, model needed to be considered. Issues arising from
these considerations will be discussed.
The results of this analysis indicate that a clustered configuration should be used
because it can be controlled with only a modestly sized RCS system, and does not cause
large penalties in packaging or cargo handling capability. Other recommendations
include placing the vehicle center of gravity (CG) far enough from the rocket's mount
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point to reduce the gimbal-range necessary in case of engine failure, including an active
trim control system, seating the astronauts as close to the TSH CG as possible, and using
a parachute to improve the nominal descent mass fraction.
1.2 Approach
First the point of departure TSH design used for this analysis will be described
and the results of the groups working on requirements 1 through 3 will be summarized.
Next the development of a model of the nominal descent trajectory for the TSH will be
discussed. This will include the coding of a simulink 6DOF model, aerodynamics model
and guidance model. Observations on practical methods of generating control torque will
be noted. Once the nominal case has been described the problem of surviving an engine-
out event will be considered. This will include a discussion of different methods for
recovery from an engine failure and the results of 6DOF simulations of engine-out
events. Finally, acceleration data from the simulation will be used to determine if the in-
flight acceleration environment is suitable for crew members deconditioned by a long
flight to Mars. Obviously, if the vehicle crashes the acceleration environment is sub-
optimal.
1.3 Point of Departure Design
The point of departure TSH is the design that was current as of the time the
engine out analysis was started. This TSH is a 70 ton vehicle meant to carry crew
members from Earth orbit to the surface of Mars. After the analysis was completed, the
TSH was determined to need 85 tons of mass. The results of the engine up analysis were
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scaled up linearly to match the new mass, since no time remained to repeat the
simulations. With the attached heat shield the diameter of the vehicle is 15 meters. The
TSH diagrammed in figure 1.3-1 is in the configuration for entry into the Martian
atmosphere. The TSH is shown in blue, while its separate aeroshell and heat shield are
shown in brown and descent propulsion stage in yellow. The color choice for the descent
stage is due to its informal name as the "yellow stage" internal to the MIT/Draper CER
project team. The center of gravity of the entire system is labeled as point 99. The center
of gravity is not on the axis of symmetry of the vehicle in order to generate lift during
atmospheric entry.
0.Z5 m 93 CG.(A SZ hG-
-- --- - - - 4 ---  . -- 4
-~3 - 1-51-
6.7-R r-398 C
-3 C.6~ . 3 T J/7 5- TL
r~~c 7, -
ZWLS ofSr"L: -C 3 n
-F .31 TSH Pon of DpruDei
Figure 1.3-1 TSH Point of Departure Design
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1.4 Summary of Requirements 1-3
As is clear in the figure 1.3-1 the point of departure design arranges the rocket
engines in a clustered configuration. Concerns were raised about three perceived
problems with this configuration.
1) It might be difficult to modularize the propulsion stage so it could work with
other payloads.
2) The height of the TSH above the ground might be too great for easy cargo
handling on Mars.
3) The packing of the TSH and propulsion stage inside the heat shield is not
dense enough for packing and aerodynamic stability.
The main advantages of the modular engine configuration are the geometrical
benefits of placing the rocket engines on the side of the vehicle. With the clustered
layout there is a large space between the bottom of the propulsion stage and the heat
shield. If the engines could be moved to the sides of the TSH, most of the vehicle could
be shifted down inside the aeroshell, creating a more volumetrically efficient
arrangement. This would also lower the CG of the vehicle, which would improve its
aerodynamic stability. Also, placing the rocket engines on the side of the vehicle could
improve cargo handling because the cargo could be stowed in the center of the vehicle
near the ground, making it easier to unload. The decreased height would also improve
crew access to the habitat on the top of the vehicle.
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In practice, the advantages of the modular case are not very significant when
cargo compartments are used on the four faces of the yellow stage that do not have
landing gear attached. These galleys allow cargo to be stowed close to the ground and
help lower the CG while keeping the rocket engines close to the centerline. Also, the
habitat on top of the yellow stage is not significantly higher off the ground than the LM
ascent stage hatch was in the Apollo missions [18, 3.11].
The modular configuration would only be easier to assemble and modularize if a
horizontal landing configuration is chosen. However, a horizontally shaped TSH would
have less available working space when operating in a gravitational field [14]. Also, a
horizontal configuration is unlikely to actually be used because it does not package well
into a capsule shaped aeroshell. A horizontally landing TSH would fit well into a biconic
aeroshell, but that would require a more massive thermal protection system because a
biconic aeroshell has a larger forward facing area than a capsule. It would also be more
challenging to maintain aerodynamic stability with a biconic aeroshell because it would
be more difficult to place the vehicle's CG near the nose due to the biconic shape.
The main penalty of the modular configuration is the increased moment arm of
the rocket engines with respect to the entire vehicle. In case of a failed engine the
opposite engine will produce a destabilizing torque which becomes larger the longer the
moment arm of the engine. The result of this study is that this torque will not be too large
to be compensated for, but will require a certain amount of RCS torque to control the
vehicle.
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The final decision of the MIT/Draper CER study was to stay with the clustered
configuration of the rocket engines for the descent stage of the TSH. The benefits of
moving from the traditional clustered configuration did not turn out to be large enough to
outweigh the difficulty of controlling the modular configuration in case of engine failure.
Originally it was thought that the advantages of the modular configuration might be more
significant than they actually are. This assumption provided the motivation for this
thesis. Although the comparison of modular and clustered configurations turned out to
be of marginal interest because the benefits of the modular configuration are small, useful
results were obtained. The modeling and simulation work showed that it is indeed
possible for the TSH to recover successfully from an engine failure, how much torque is
necessary to do so and provided a number of useful insights into the descent process.
1.5 Descent Simulation Environment
In order to perform an analysis of engine failure during descent it is necessary to
find some way of predicting what will actually happen when the TSH attempts to land on
Mars. Although it would be quite enjoyable, it was not feasible from a cost or schedule
perspective to actually build physical models of the TSH and test them in an environment
that approximates descent at Mars. A satisfactory replacement for actual testing was
implemented in the form of a descent simulation coded in Matlab and Simulink. The
simulation needed to be of high enough fidelity both to validate the nominal trajectory
and to analyze the performance of the TSH in both nominal and off-nominal conditions.
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A 6 degree of freedom (6DOF) simulation was implemented for this analysis. Three, or
even two degree of freedom models are sufficient for estimating the behavior of a vehicle
in many descent situations, however this is not the case for an engine failure simulation.
Consider the torque generated on the TSH if any one of the engines failed in either
configuration. The unbalanced thrust would cause the vehicle to rotate on multiple axes.
This behavior cannot be captured by a 3DOF model which only allows the vehicle to
rotate in pitch. Since significant motion is not captured by a 3DOF model, it certainly
cannot be used to determine whether those motions can be controlled sufficiently to keep
a vehicle from crashing.
The 6DOF simulation used in this analysis was based on a simulation originally
developed for JPL [1] and implemented in Simulink. Before continuing some of the
common terms used in this simulation will be described. They are diagrammed in figure
1.5-1 [1] and explained below. There are five frames of reference used in the simulation.
Each of these can be transformed from one to the other by following a series of rotations
and translations as follows, starting with the inertial frame:
1) Inertial Frame - Theoretical non accelerated frame centered at Mars CG,
1) +X towards the Prime Meridian
2) +Z towards the North Pole
2) Planet Frame - Frame that rotates the inertial frame with Mars
1) About the Z axis by Mars' angular rotation rate multiplied by time
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3) Vehicle Frame - Translate the origin to the vehicle CG and rotate the planet
frame so Z points towards Mars' CG
1) About the Y axis by -90*
2) About the X axis by the vehicle's longitude
3) About the Y axis by the vehicle's latitude
4) Wind Frame - Rotate the vehicle frame so it faces the direction of motion
1) About the Z axis by the yaw angle Y
2) About the Y axis by the pitch angle g
3) About the X axis by the bank angle s
5) Body frame - Rotate the wind frame so the X axis is the vehicle center line
1) About the Z axis by the sideslip angle - b
2) About the Y axis by the angle of attack - a
franm
cFr1.-d 6 F F
- -- From u
fi- II I
I wrid i.in
Figure 1.5-1: 6DOF Frames of Reference
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All forces that act on the vehicle are calculated in the body frame for simplicity.
Then Newtonian mechanics is used to find the motion of vehicle, which can be translated
to any frame.
Five angles used in the model are important enough to have their own names.
The first three are Euler angles that describe the rotation of the vehicle with respect to
Mars. Yaw, Y, is the rotation of the vehicle about the Z axis in the vehicle frame. Yaw
roughly corresponds to the vehicle turning from side to side. Bank, s, is the rotation of
the vehicle about the X axis in the vehicle frame, which corresponds to the vehicle rolling
around its axis of symmetry. The third Euler angle used to describe the vehicle's rotation
is the pitch or flight path angle, g, which is corresponds to the rotation of the vehicle that
points the nose up or down. The last two important angles describe how the vehicle is
facing with respect to its direction of motion. The angle of attack, a, is the angle between
the vehicle's axis of symmetry and the velocity vector in the vertical plane. The sideslip
angle, b, is similar to the angle of attack, but in the horizontal plane. These two angles
are particularly important because they determine the aerodynamic lift, drag, and moment
coefficients of the vehicle.
The simulation that was implemented for this descent analysis is modeled off one
that was designed to test guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) algorithms for entry of
vehicles similar to Pathfinder at Mars. The differences between entry and descent phases
of flight at Mars necessitated some changes to the design of the original simulation.
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The first change made was to modify one of the environmental models from the originals
found in the 6DOF simulation. The original simulation used a curve fit for the variation
of atmospheric density with altitude tailored to be most accurate at the point of maximum
dynamic pressure found in an entry trajectory, which occurs at about 125km altitude [1].
The descent phase takes place from 1 - 10 km altitude, so a new curve fit was needed for
density variation. A simple exponential atmospheric model with a shift in coefficients at
7km altitude was obtained from the Glenn Research Center webpage and used to
calculate the density of the Martian atmosphere [12]. The original 6DOF simulation also
contained an option to either use a spherical or a geodic model for the geometry of Mars'
surface. The simpler spherical model was chosen because the descent phase does not
cover a large enough distance for the difference in geometry to be significant.
The GNC algorithms needed to be significantly altered to be made appropriate for
the engine failure analysis. First, the navigational estimators used in the original model
were not used since landing precision is not a focus of the current investigation. All
control signals were generated using the vehicle's actual position and velocity data. The
drag based predictive tracking guidance model could also be removed from the
simulation for the same reason. The guidance model was replaced with the desired
nominal trajectory as described by a planned angle of attack as a function of time. This
allowed for different nominal trajectories to be tested, as will be described in a following
section.
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In order to follow an angle of attack plan, even in the event of an engine failure,
the attitude control model needed to be changed. The original model used only
proportional controllers on the rotation rates and was meant to hold a constant angle of
attack while following bank angle commands generated by the guidance model. This
attitude control system model was expanded to use PID control on all three axes of
rotation. All control gains are constant during the simulation and were adjusted manually
until the vehicle remained stable. These gains are reported in table 1.5-1. Also, the
disturbance torque generated after an engine failure is included in a feed-forward manner
with a time delay. The commands are executed by the RCS jet model from the original
simulation with the thrust and moment arms updated to the values for the TSH. Figure
1.5-2 shows a flowchart of the updated control system.
Table 1.5-1: Rotation Rate Control Gains
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Rotation Controller Gain
Roll Proportional 500
Integral 0
Derivative 100
Pitch Proportional 500,000
Integral 100
Derivative 400,000
Yaw Proportional 20,000
Integral 10
Derivative 60,000
Figure 1.5-2: Flowchart of Updated Control System
A simple model for a disk-gap-band (DGB) parachute of a specified area and
deployment Mach number was included. This model used a description of DGB
parachutes that can be found in the Recovery Systems Design Guide [2]. In particular a
CD of 0.55 is used. The angle of oscillation is assumed to be 00; snatch and inflation
transients are ignored. Ringsail parachutes are probably more efficient decelerators than
DGB parachutes; however they have not been used at Mars before. Ringsail parachutes
were used successfully during the Apollo Program but they did not perform well in
testing for Viking, possibly due to an implementation error [19]. Since it would require
significant testing to qualify ringsail parachutes for Mars operations only DGB
parachutes were implemented. The parachute can improve the performance of the
nominal descent trajectory by reducing the delta-V the rockets need to generate and may
also be used to stabilize the vehicle in the event of an engine failure.
A propulsive descent module was added to the original model. The entry phase
depends mainly on aerodynamics to decelerate the vehicle, however the TSH uses rocket
engines to decelerate during the descent phase and these need to be included in the
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simulation. The propulsive descent part of the simulation includes the thrust of the
multiple rocket engines and a trigger to ignite them at the beginning of the descent phase.
The ability to simulate an engine failure was also included, and will be described in the
Engine-Out Performance section (1.8).
The last model necessary to complete the simulation is aerodynamic
characteristics for the vehicle in question. This presented a significant difficulty, again
because of the differences between the requirements for a nominal entry and a
compromised descent simulation. During entry the vehicle is normally held at a near
constant angle of attack while changing speed from -Mach 20 to ~Mach 3 due to a stable
aerodynamic moment generated by the large dynamic pressure at high Mach numbers.
Consequently most available aerodynamic data for entry vehicles is for a small range of
angles of attack over a large range of Mach numbers. Descent takes place over a smaller
range of Mach numbers and the stabilizing torque is still large, but an engine failure
could introduce a disturbance torque large enough to cause a large deviation in the angle
of attack and sideslip angles. In order to capture the potential dynamic response to an
engine failure, additional vehicle aerodynamic characteristics are needed for a wider
range of angles of attack.
It was difficult to find an aerodynamic model that captured vehicle behavior over
a wide range of angles of attack, could be computed quickly to adapt to different vehicle
designs, and could be coded in a relatively short amount of time. Ideally a potential flow
panel model could have met all the accuracy requirements for a model; however there
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was not enough time to implement one. Instead, an analytical model based on work
investigating the aerodynamics of blunt bodies for the shuttle program [3] and earlier
studies on hypersonic aerodynamics [4] was constructed. The original model from [3]
combined slender body potential flow theory with empirical data to model the axial,
normal, and moment aerodynamic coefficients (CA, CN, and Cm) of a body of rotation
with a nose cone, as shown in figurel.5-3.
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Figure 1.5-3 Aerodynamic Model Diagram
In order to generate these aerodynamic coefficients the model needs a description
of the shape of the vehicle, the angle of attack, the center of gravity and the centroid of
the vehicle. The shape of the vehicle was provided by the point of departure design. The
point of departure design also included the distance from the nose of the TSH to the
position of the center of gravity along the axis of symmetry. The offset of the center of
gravity from the axis of symmetry is a variable that could be used to trim the vehicle to a
desired angle of attack to generate lift. The centroid of the TSH was calculated using a
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custom MATLAB function. Since the TSH is a body of rotation the location of the
centroid can be found using the simple formula:
_xdV
VTSH
(1.5-1)
Where x is the coordinate along the vehicle axis of symmetry and VTSH is equal to the
volume of the off the TSH. The centroiding function approximates this integral by
discretizing the vehicle's mold line, finding the volume of rotation of each discretized
element, and integrating using the trapezoidal rule. An example of the output of this
centroiding function is shown graphically below for the TSH after the heat shield has
been ejected:
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Figure 1.5-4: Centroid of the TSH
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Using this centroid information the model predicts the center of pressure, the
point at which the aerodynamic forces act on a body. It is necessary to know the location
of the center of pressure to calculate the aerodynamic moment felt by the TSH. Several
angles of attack from 0 to 3600 were chosen to form a lookup table usable by the 6DOF
simulation in Simulink. Also, information from this model was used to calculate the
planform area and volume of the TSH.
As mentioned previously, the radial offset of the center of gravity of the TSH
from the axis of symmetry is important for stability and lift generation. A vehicle is
aerodynamically stable if when flying at a constant angle of attack a small disturbance in
the angle of attack in any direction is damped by the aerodynamic forces so the vehicle
tends to return to its original angle of attack. If the vehicle is unstable the opposite will
happen and a small disturbance will tend to push the vehicle away from its original angle
of attack. Obviously, unstable flight could cause uncontrolled tumbling motion and is
undesirable in an actual vehicle. Changing the radial offset of the vehicle CG changes at
what angle of attack the vehicle will be stable by allowing the axial aerodynamic force to
contribute to the generated moment. In order to demonstrate this and the effect of radial
CG offset on aerodynamics, consider a homogenous cylinder with an aspect ratio of 6
flying bluntly at supersonic speeds:
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Figure 1.5-5: CM and L/D of a supersonic cylinder
In figure 1.5-5 the green line is the moment coefficient of the cylinder and the
black line is the moment coefficient if the cylinder were altered in some way as to keep
its shape but move its center of gravity 1/12 of a diameter radially away from the axis of
symmetry. Notice that the deviation of the trimmed CM is greatest at an angle of attack of
+/-90. and nonexistent at 00. This happens because the axial aerodynamic force is
greatest when a face of the cylinder is toward the oncoming flow and 0 when both faces
are perpendicularly away from the flow. The cylinder can fly at a constant angle of
attack at any point where the CM is equal to 0. In the untrimmed case this is when either
the face or the length of the cylinder faces the flow. Note that trimming the cylinder can
move some of these points and change the L/D of the cylinder at the point. This
trimming is used by capsules like the TSH to generate lift at a stable angle of attack even
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though they are an axisymmetric body. However, the cylinder will only be stable when
the derivative of the Cm with respect to the angle of attack is negative. As expected, this
only happens when the cylinder is flying bluntly with its length facing the flow.
The first issue with using this model for the TSH is that the TSH is not a slender
bodied vehicle. The slenderness of a vehicle is characterized by the ratio of its length to
diameter, known as the aspect ratio, AR. Bodies used in the original model had an AR
ratio of at least 6, whereas the AR ratio for the TSH after the heat shield has been ejected
is about 0.8. Information from [4] was used to help improve the original model for low
AR bodies. This reference contains a plot of h, the ratio of the cross-flow drag
coefficient of an actual cylinder to that of an infinitely long cylinder, versus the AR ratio
of the cylinder. At supersonic speeds this effect is negligible for AR greater than 4, but is
significant for low AR vehicles like the TSH. A curve fit of the data found below was
constructed and used to modify the h parameter in the original model:
h = 0.0159 * ln(AR) + 0.9657
(1.5-2)
Another issue with the model is that there was not time available to modify it to
properly handle the transonic and subsonic Mach numbers. This causes the model to
underestimate the normal coefficient in the transonic range and overestimate it in the
subsonic range. Fortunately, this does not greatly affect the estimation of the
aerodynamic pressure center. The magnitude of this effect is shown in figure 1.5-6,
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which is taken from [3]. They should certainly be kept in mind when interpreting the
results of the simulation where critical events take place at low Mach numbers.
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(a) Normal force coefficients. (b) AerodyTamic force centers.
Figure 1.5-6 Effect of Mach Number on CN and CP
One final issue with this model is that it only allows for a non-cylindrical feature
at one end of the vehicle. At the front of the cylindrical shape this is called a nosecone; at
the end it is called a boat-tail. This boat tail can reduce the axial force felt by the vehicle.
Unfortunately, no simple means was found of calculating the effect boattailing has on
aerodynamic coefficients. Instead, this effect was treated as a variable and used to make
the model's prediction match higher fidelity data provided by GA Tech as closely as
possible [5]. In the end a boattailing reduction of 70% was found to match the model
with expected results the best.
Since this aerodynamics model contains some questionable assumptions and
estimated values, it is desirable to try to validate it against some higher fidelity results.
The information provided on the performance of various entry vehicle shapes by Georgia
Tech for the design of the CER CEV was used for this purpose [5]. The aerodynamic
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model was verified against L/D and pitch stability data for both the Delta IV-H nosecone
and Apollo capsule. Unfortunately, data was only available for Mach 20 because
Georgia Tech focused an entry analysis. The analytical model was used to generate data
at Mach 20 to match what was available. Also, the analytical model was not validated
against biconic or lifting body designs because these are fundamentally different shapes
than that of the TSH. The results of the model for L/D, or lift over drag ratio, will be
considered first. The Georgia Tech results are found in figure 1.5-7, and the analytic
model's results in figures 1.5-8 and 1.5-9:
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Figure 1.5-7: GA Tech L/D Data (Delta IV on left, Apollo on right)
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Figure 1.5-8: Analytical model for the Delta IV-H nosecone L/D
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Figure 1.5-9: Analytical model for the Apollo Capsule L/D
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The GA Tech model shows the Delta IV-H and Apollo vehicles having very
similar L/D values at low angles of attack (less than 300) with the Delta IV-H nosecone's
L/D curving down before the Apollo capsule. The same general trend appears in the
analytical model, but the L/D value consistently peaks at a much lower angle of attack.
This seems to be an inherent limitation of the model. Nominally the TSH should fly at
less than a 200 angle of attack, so this model should perform adequately for small
deviations in angle of attack, but will become increasingly suspect for large perturbations
in the trajectory. A comparison of the angles of attack at which the vehicle has an L/D of
0.3 can be found in table 1.5-2.
Table 1.5-2: Angle of attack for L/D = 0.3
Delta IV nosecone Apollo Capsule
GA Tech 18.50 180
Analytical Model 17.60 17.10
Figures 1.5-8 and 1.5-9 also show that the analytical model computes a larger
difference in the moment coefficients of the two reference vehicles than for L/D. This
difference is due to the larger cone angle of the Apollo capsule placing its centroid closer
to its nose than that of the Delta IV-H nosecone. The different centroid location along
the vehicle axis of symmetry also causes differences in the vehicles' stability
characteristics. In this case stability is quantified by the derivative of the pitch moment,
Cm, with respect to the angle of attack. A more negative derivative will cause the vehicle
to be more stable. The reference results from Georgia Tech are reproduced in figure 1.5-
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10. The results of the analytical model for L/D values of 0.1 and 0.3 are found in figures
1.5-11 and 1.5-12.
Once the geometry of a vehicle is set, the stability metric is most strongly affected
by the angle of attack the vehicle is flying at and the location of its center of gravity. The
closer the center of gravity is to the nose the more stable the vehicle will be because of
the longer moment arm from the center of gravity to the center of pressure. The stability
plots show curves of L/D instead of angle of attack, but this is actually essentially the
same thing because for small angles of attack there is a linear relationship between L/D
and angle of attack.
The reference data and the results of the analytical model calculate a relationship
between stability, L/D, and CG location that are qualitatively similar. For both data sets
stability increases as the CG moves towards the nose and decreases as L/D decreases.
Quantitatively, however, the analytical model is much more sensitive to changes in CG
position than the reference data, causing large stability values as the CG's axial position
decreases. The stability metric does stay within an order of magnitude of the expected
value from the reference data, however. This sensitivity to the CG position also
exaggerates the difference between the Delta IV-H and Apollo vehicles, which are almost
identical in the reference data. Fortunately, the CG of the TSH is fairly far from its nose
so the model should mainly be exercised in the region where it more closely matches its
expected results.
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Figure 1.5-10: GA Tech Stability Data (Delta IV on left, Apollo on right)
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1.5-12: Analytical model for the Apollo Capsule Stability
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The validation comparisons show that the analytical model is not a complete
success. It matches well at low angles of attack and with the CG positioned far from the
nose. This should be sufficient to perform the engine out analysis, however. The CG of
the TSH is fairly high and nominal angle of attack is generally less than 200, so it falls
within the better performing part of the model. Even if the TSH is pushed far outside its
nominal angle of attack the aerodynamics model is probably not in error by more than
50%. Also, the model seems to underestimate aerodynamic coefficients in these
circumstances, as shown by the low L/D values. Since the aerodynamic forces help keep
the vehicle stable, running a simulation underestimating these coefficients could be
considered a conservative estimate as to whether or not the vehicle is controllable. The
final estimate of the aerodynamic coefficients for the TSH from the analytical model is
shown in figure 1.5-13.
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Figure 1.5-13 TSH Aerodynamics after Heat Shield Separation
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Chapter 2:
Nominal Descent Profile
2.1 Initial & Terminal Conditions
Now that a satisfactory simulation environment exists, something appropriate
needs to be done with it. Since an engine failure analysis is an examination of flight in
off-nominal conditions it is necessary to first have an idea of what the nominal conditions
were to begin with. There are three parts that are necessary to describe the nominal
descent process: a beginning point, an ending point, and a trajectory.
The beginning point of the descent trajectory is dependent upon the trajectories of
the interplanetary cruise phase and hypersonic entry phase that come before it. Since the
hypersonic entry phase also depends upon the interplanetary cruise phase determining
where the descent phase starts rapidly becomes a complex problem. These dependencies
were solved by making some simplifying decisions about the cruise phase and
subcontracting the entry work to Georgia Tech.
The interplanetary cruise phase affects the entry phase in two ways. The first is
by determining how much velocity needs to be reduced in order to land at Mars, and the
second is by determining whether the vehicle lands directly on Mars or orbits the planet
first. The CER project decided to use the entry from orbit option in case the landing
needed to be delayed due to crew member injury or poor atmospheric conditions at Mars.
This also has the side benefit of decoupling the interplanetary cruise phase from the
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descent phase since no matter what amount of energy needs to be lost at Mars this level is
reduced to a standard orbital value before entry, descent, and landing operations.
Now that the interplanetary cruise phase has been decoupled from descent what
remains to be chosen is the hypersonic entry trajectory. The endpoint of the hypersonic
entry phase depends on many vehicle design and operational variables. The mass,
diameter, and lift/drag (L/D) ratio of the vehicle all affect the trajectory. The orbital
velocity of the spacecraft and the entry angle into the atmosphere affect the initial
conditions of entry. Finally, considerations about landing safety determine the desired
endpoint of the entry trajectory.
GA Tech provided several charts that describe potential end states of the
hypersonic entry phase depending on several of the aforementioned variables. The four
charts in figure 2.1-1 correspond to potential end states if the velocity at entry is 4.63
km/s and the vehicle L/D is 0.5, which were considered the most likely actual values.
Each of the four charts represents the results for a different vehicle diameter: 5, 10, 15, or
20 meters. Each horizontal axis is the mass of the vehicle landing at Mars. The TSH
with heat shield and descent propulsion stage weighs approximately 100 tons. The
vertical axis of each graph is the final altitude of the entry trajectory. The three colored
lines correspond to different velocities at which the rocket engines could be ignited,
signifying the end of the entry phase and beginning of the descent phase. In order to find
the descent initial conditions select the appropriate chart for the vehicle diameter and find
where a vertical line at the correct mass intercepts the desired speed at ignition. An
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initial descent altitude of 10 km was chosen due to operational considerations like
landing site selection that are outside the scope of this analysis. Given the 100 ton total
vehicle mass and 15 meter diameter this corresponds to an initial velocity of Mach 3 and
an altitude of 10 kilometers. The final descent conditions before terminal landing
maneuvers was chosen to be 1 kilometer of altitude and 50 m/s of velocity, also due to
operational considerations due to landing.
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Figure 2.1-1 Sample Entry Termination Plots (Vantry = 4.63 km/s, L/D = 0.5)
2.2 Fuel Optimal Descent Trajectory
Now that the desired beginning and ending points of the nominal trajectory have
been determined, it is possible to consider finding a trajectory that actually meets those
boundary conditions. The first attempt to find a feasible descent trajectory relied on
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looking at what trajectories were flown historically by the Lunar Excursion Module
(LEM) during the Apollo missions. The hope was that the effect of Mars' thin
atmosphere, about 2% the density of Earth's, would be small enough to be neglected or
treated only as a disturbance.
A search of the NASA technical reports server found documents that were used during
the Apollo era to plan the LEM landings. References to Pontryagin's maximum principle
in these documents suggested that the problem of finding the best descent trajectory
could be formulated as an optimal control problem and solved using the calculus of
variations [6, 3]. A framework for formulating an optimal control problem was found
and then expanded on to try to find the optimal descent trajectory at Mars [7]. This initial
model, diagrammed in figure 2.2-1, assumes that the landing vehicle is of constant mass,
the engines produce constant thrust, that all motion takes place in a two dimensional
plane, and that acceleration due to gravity does not change with altitude. The model was
then modified to take into account variation in the vehicle's mass and aerodynamic forces
at Mars.
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Figure2.2-1: Optimal Control Problem for Landing on the Moon
There are five parts of an optimal control problem that need to be defined before
it can be solved: the state variables, x(t), the state equations dx/dt, the boundary
conditions, the control input u(t), and the cost function J(u). The state variables are
quantities that define the dynamic state of the vehicle and the state equations define how
the state changes over time. In this model there are four state variables. The first is the
altitude of the vehicle and the second is the angular distance traveled across the moon, a.
The third and fourth states are velocities defined by the derivatives of the first and second
states with respect to time. The control input is the direction in which the vehicle points
its engine's thrust. This is represented as the angle t of the thrust to the local horizon. As
presented in [7] the state equations are:
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x = x,
x4(t)X2(0)= ()
x(t) g R2  Ti. (2.2-1)
X3 (t) = -4 + -sin u(t)
x, (t) x 2(t) M
x3(t)x4(t) T
x 4(t) +-cosu(t)
x,(t) m
Where T is the thrust of the vehicle, m is the mass of the vehicle, go is the local
acceleration due to gravity, and R is the radius of the central body. The ratio of T/m at
the start of the trajectory is a vehicle design parameter. One more state variable needed
to be added to account for the rocket engines ejecting mass from the vehicle over time.
The additional state equation is:
T
x5 (t) = m = - (2.2-2)
I,gE
Where Isp is the specific impulse of the rocket engines and gE is the acceleration due to
gravity at the Earth's surface.
The boundary conditions are of two types: initial and final conditions. The initial
conditions are completely defined based on the vehicle design and previous trajectory.
The same cannot be said of the final conditions. The final altitude and velocity are
specified by the desired landing conditions. However, the final downrange distance
traveled is a free variable since, although there may be a specified landing area, the
landing process could be begun at any point in the vehicle's orbit. Also, the final time is
unspecified. The unspecified final time implies that the final mass is also a free variable
since it changes directly with the amount of time the engines fire. The nature of these
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boundary conditions will determine what equations need to be solved in order to find the
optimal trajectory.
The problem is to find a feasible control u* that causes the system to take the
trajectory x* that minimizes the cost J. In general, the cost function may be of the form:
J(u) = h(x(tf),tf)+ f g(x(t),u(t),t)dt (2.2-3)
However, for descent problems a significant simplification can be made. The quantity
that needs to be minimized is the mass of rocket fuel needed to fly the trajectory. Since
constant thrust is assumed the amount of rocket fuel used is directly proportional to the
length of time the rockets are fired for, so minimizing time minimizes mass and J can be
written as:
J(u) = dt (2.2-4)
As mentioned previously, the final time of the trajectory is not known a priori. This
makes the descent trajectory problem fall in to a different category than simpler problems
where both the initial and final times is known. The state equations are of the form:
x(t) = a(x(t), u(t), t) (2.2-5)
The state equations describe the dynamics of the system and can be thought of as
constraints that define what trajectories are physically realizable. They can be included
into the cost function using Lagrange multipliers pT(t) called the costate:
J(u) = 1+ p T (t)[a(x(t), u(t), t) x(t)]dt (2.2-6)
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Where the function 1+ pT (t)a(x(t), u(t), t) in the integrand of 1.6.2-5 is called H, the
Hamiltonian of the system. For a system with free final time and state, and h(x(tf),tf) = 0,
the necessary conditions for optimality are [7,188]:
.aH
1) x (t) =
.9H2) p*(t)
3) 0 (2.2-7)
Bu
4) p*(tf)=0
5) H(x*(tf),u*(t),p*(t),t) = 0
Solving the 3rd optimality condition for u yields an analytical expression for the control
input that can be substituted into the state equations to remove u. This control law can be
derived from the 3rd optimality condition, starting with the definition of the Hamiltonian
and equations 2.2-1.
H =1+ p,(t)x3 (t)+ P2 (t)x4 (t)
x1(t )
2 (t) g R 2  T
p(t) xt + sinu(t) +
x1(t) x;(t) x (t)
p 4 (t) x3 (t)x4 (t) + ( sinu(t) - t T (2.2-8)
-= -- [pT(t)cosu (t)-p 4(t)sinu* (t)]
au x5(t)
u*=tan_.p*(t)
p 4 (t)
Now that equations for the state, costate and optimality have been found, the
question is how to actually find the optimal solution. The technique used is one called
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shooting. Any individual trajectory can be described by a guess of the initial costate.
Then the final conditions of the trajectory can be projected using a numerical integrator.
These calculated final conditions can be checked against the desired final conditions and
the optimality conditions to see if the actual optimal trajectory has been found. If not, the
results can be sent to an optimization algorithm that will try successive guesses for the
initial costate until the optimal trajectory is found. If the desired final conditions are Xd,
this describes the nonlinear program (NLP):
min (x(tf) -xd 2 + p(t 2 + H(x* (f )* (tf p* (t tf 2
p (0), T
s.t.
x(t) = a(x(t),u(t),t)
) H (2.2-9)
x() =ap
aH
p(t) = - ax
8x
aH= 0
Bu
In practice the thrust to mass ratio is generally fixed to a given vehicle design and not
actually optimized over due to the scope of the current analysis.
Before adding in aerodynamic effects that would arise at Mars an attempt was
made to verify the validity of these equations by testing a lunar landing simulation. An
initial T/m of 3 N/kg and rocket Is, of 311 seconds were used, similar to that of the
Apollo LEM [8]. Initial orbital conditions were that the vehicle was at the periapsis of a
100km x 17.5km orbit of the moon [9]. The desired final conditions were for the vehicle
to be at rest on the surface of the moon. NLP 2.2-9 was solved using a multivariable 4 th
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order Runge-Kutta algorithm for the numerical integrator and Matlab'sfininunc function
as the NLP solver. An unconstrained NLP solver can be used because none of the
constraints apply directly to the initial choice p(O). The NLP solver uses a local gradient
based algorithm that made it prone to falling into trajectories that were suboptimal or
only locally optimal. However, manually trying different initial costate and final time
guesses was sufficient to get the algorithm to converge on a good trajectory. Some
characteristics of the best trajectory found are listed in table 2.2-1 and shown in figures
2.2-2 through 2.2-3. The jump in figure 2.2-4 is an artifact of the quadrant of the angle.
The thrust angle is actually a continuous function. The ratio Mf/Mi is the ratio of the dry
mass to the wet mass of the vehicle after flying the trajectory.
Table 2.2-1: Optimal Solution & Error for the Lunar Fuel Optimal Trajectory
Optimal Solution Final Conditions Desired Value Calculated Value
Pi -0.2010 Altitude 0 -0.0498 m
P2 0.0174 P2 0 0.0174
P3 -3.9055 Radial Velocity 0 -0.7245 m/s
P4 -103.4632 Circ. Velocity 0 0.0185 m/s
p5 4.5225 Hamiltonian 0 0.1502
Final Time 451.1226 seconds M/Mi maximize 0.558
Table 2.2-1 shows that the calculated lunar descent trajectory comes very close to
meeting its target. The vehicle should hit the Lunar surface with less than 1 m/s of
velocity. Also, the total time it takes to fly the trajectory is very similar to the Lunar
Polar Lander example [9].
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Figure 2.2-2: The Lunar Fuel Optimal Trajectory
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Figure 2.2-3: Velocity During the Lunar Fuel Optimal Trajectory
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Figure 2.2-4: Thrust Angle During the Lunar Fuel Optimal Trajectory
These figures show that the fuel optimal lunar descent trajectory looks reasonable,
but that it lands with the vehicle still facing almost horizontally. Since manned landers,
including the TSH, have the rockets oriented vertically this is a significant problem.
Actual descent trajectories end the fuel optimal trajectory above the surface and include a
pitch down maneuver followed by a terminal landing phase [9]. These practical additions
to the descent trajectory cause inefficiency in fuel use. This can be seen by comparing
the delta-V needed by the fuel optimal trajectory, Lunar Polar Lander trajectory and
Apollo trajectory, as shown in table 2.2-2 [9]. The inefficiency is only 80 m/s for the
Polar Lander, but 273 m/s for Apollo because of the trajectory constraints imposed by the
necessity for the astronauts to be able to look out a window in the Apollo LM. The
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solution of the optimal control problem for a fuel optimal trajectory seems to do a good
enough job of predicting the nature of a practical trajectory since it predicts the actual
necessary delta-V within 5%. If higher fidelity is needed the final condition of the fuel
optimal trajectory could be raised in altitude and a terminal landing maneuver model
added. However, this project was scoped not to include terminal landing procedures so
this was not done.
Table 2.2-2: Lunar Landing Trajectory delta-Vs
Trajectory Delta V (m/s 2)
Fuel Optimal 1782
Lunar Polar Lander 1862
Apollo 2055
Since the Lunar landing trajectory calculator seemed to be working well, an
attempt was made to extend it for Martian operations. This involved taking into account
aerodynamic forces generated at Mars. The translational lift and drag forces were
possible to cope with, however the aerodynamic moment turned out to be too large for
the fuel optimal trajectory to be feasible.
The first step was to derive state equations that include aerodynamic forces. The
state variables were the same as for the lunar optimal control problem. The same
atmospheric model was used as for the 6DOF model so atmospheric density could be
considered only a function of altitude, p(x1). Ideally, the lift and drag coefficients of the
vehicle should be considered to be functions of the angle of attack, CD(a) and CL(aL).
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However, since CD is not linear in a this would make it difficult to derive a control law
similar to equation 2.2-8 for Mars because a is dependent on the controlled thrust angle
u(t). Since this variation with angle of attack is necessary to properly model the descent
dynamics this pres-ents a serious problem. Unfortunately, this necessitated dropping any
guarantee of optimality for the descent trajectory. However, equation 2.2-8 is valid if CL
and CD are constants. The optimal control problem can be solved with these coefficients
constant and then used as the initial guess of a local NLP algorithm that uses the full
dynamics. The result with the full dynamics may be suboptimal, but much better than if
the initial trajectory was random.
The aerodynamic forces in the body frame are, assuming a constant CD and L/D:
F, = -CDqA
L (2.2-10)F = C~qAF CD D
where q is the dynamic pressure, 0.5 pV 2, L/D is the ratio of CL/CD, and A is the cross
sectional area of the vehicle.
The flight path angle of the vehicle with respect to the local horizontal, F, is given by:
F = arctanKL3 (2.2-11)
X4)
It is important to be careful to use a four quadrant arc tangent to avoid ambiguity as to
which direction the vehicle is flying.
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The aerodynamic acceleration in the radial and circumferential directions can be found
using 2.2-10 and 2.2-11.
ar= q sin(F)+Lcos r+-
xD 25- L-K + (2.2-12)
a = D[cos(F)+Dsi<F+j2
Using (2.2-12) a new set of state equations can be written that take into account
aerodynamic formulas:
xi(t)= x(0
x ) x4(t)
X2(t) )
x3 (t) = ,O + - S U(t ) +  Sin(F)+ - COS_ +- (2.2-13)
x, (t) xI"(t) m x5 D 2_
x, (t)x4(t) T C)+ o q L .
x 4 (t)= - +--cosu(t)+ -cos(F)+-sin F +-
x,(t m Mx, D 2_
T
x(t) = -
I sPg E
As with the moon case, the Hamiltonian is 1+ pT(t)a(x(t),u(t),t). Also, the control law
is unchanged since the additional terms in the state equation do not depend on u(t). The
costate equations, however, are made a bit more complicated by the aerodynamic terms.
In order to form the costate equations derivatives of 2.2-12 with respect to x3 and X4 need
to be taken. The eight derivations for these derivatives are all similar. The following is
an example of how to take these derivatives for the drag acceleration in the radial
direction:
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aDr D V 2 sin=() CDA 2  2 3
2x5 2x, x +x ,
da C Ad )CDA -2
-D C-- -( x x = x + 2 + x (2.2-14)
dx3  2x5 dx3  2x 5  x +x
daD CDA 2
dx3  2x 5  V
aH
The costate equations, p(t)= , are:
8x
P2X (X4 ) 32gR2p, (t ) = 2+ P3x 2g3R
x, 2 ) 1
P 2 (t) = 0
P3(t = -p + + P daDr daLr+ daDC daLc (2.2-15)
dx3  dx3  d 3  d 3 )
pz t)= p 2  2p3x 4  p 4x3  (daD daL+ daDc daLc
x x x dx4  dx) dx dx)X X4 X4 X4
(p3sinu+ p4cosu)T p3a,. p4ap 5(t)= 2
x 5  x5  x 5
These state and costate equations can be used in the same optimization program
as 2.2-9 to find the optimal trajectory for Mars descent with constant aerodynamic
coefficients. This trajectory is then used in a second optimization program. This
program integrates the trajectory in the same way but with aerodynamic coefficients
calculated using the aerodynamic model discussed previously. Also, the second through
fourth constraints are removed, leaving only the dynamic constraints and a minimization
driving the trajectory towards desired final conditions.
This double optimization was performed with initial conditions received from
Georgia Tech's entry analysis: altitude of 8931m, velocity of 945m/s, and flight path
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angle of 2.58". The final conditions were an altitude of 1km and vertical velocity of -50
m/s, at which point a different set of terminal landing procedures could be started. The
TSH initial T/M ratio used was 7.85 m/s2. A rocket Ip of 375 seconds was used,
corresponding with LOX/LCH4 propulsion. Methane was chosen as the fuel for the TSH
because it generates a higher Is, than hypergolic propellants without less severe boiloff
problems than liquid hydrogen. The constant coefficient optimization used an L/D of 0.2
and the CD of the TSH at 0" angle of attack. The final trajectory found for the Mars
descent phase is described in table 2.2-3 and figures 2.2-5 through 2.2-7.
Table 2.2-3: Optimal Solution & Error for the
Martian Fuel Optimal Trajectory
Optimal Solution Final Conditions Desired Value Calculated Value
pi -2.2583 Altitude 1000 m 1000.0017 m
P2 -0.0120 Radial Velocity -50 m/s 50.0013 m/s
P3 -56.0663 Circ. Velocity 0 -0.0009 m/s
P4 -25.5628
P5 7.7407
Final Time 79.9134 Mf/Mi maximize 0.830
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Figure 2.2-5: The Martian Fuel Optimal Trajectory
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Figure 2.2-7: Thrust Angle During the Martian Fuel Optimal Trajectory
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The fuel optimal trajectory looked reasonable at first, so an attempt was made to
program it into the 6DOF simulation and see how well it worked in a higher fidelity
environment. Unfortunately, it failed totally. The TSH could not match the thrust angle
profile with anything even closely approximating a reasonable amount of RCS control
torque. The cause of this problem was the large angle of attack required to fly the fuel
optimal trajectory, as shown in figure 2.2-8.
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Figure 2.2-8: Angle of Attack During the Martian Fuel Optimal Trajectory
These large angles of attack cause the vehicle to try to fly far from its stable point
where Cm is zero. The original assumption was that the Martian atmosphere is thin
enough that this would not be a serious problem, but that turned out to be wrong.
Although the Martian atmosphere is thin, at high speeds the dynamic pressure is high
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enough to cause large aerodynamic torques. If the aerodynamic torque is countered only
by an opposed torque generated by rocket engines in the RCS system, the mass penalty
would be extremely high. An estimate of the required engine thrust and rocket fuel
required by the RCS system assuming a moment arm of 7.5 meters is shown in figure
2.2-9.
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Figure 2.2-9: RCS Requirements During
the Martian Fuel Optimal Trajectory
Since rockets were found to be too expensive for controlling the angle of attack
during descent a few other methods of generating control authority were considered; all
were rejected. The three other methods considered were parachutes, CG displacement,
and aerodynamic flaps. Parachutes with a movable attachment point could theoretically
help control angle of attack, but cannot be inflated at a high enough Mach number [10,
147]. The center of gravity of the vehicle could be moved by shifting mass about the in
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descending vehicle, possibly by pumping water through tanks. A modification of the
vehicle centroid location code was used to show that shifting 500kg of mass from the
edge of the vehicle to the centerline could change the position of the CG by about 2.5cm.
This is only enough to provide about 8" of control authority, far less than the 700 it would
take to fly the fuel optimal trajectory.
Aerodynamic flaps, as diagrammed in figure 2.2-10, involve placing a panel on
the exterior of the vehicle that could generate an aerodynamic moment to counter that of
the body of the vehicle. A rough analysis shows that not enough moment can be
provided by a flap to generate the 700 of control authority needed to fly the fuel optimal
trajectory. The aerodynamic moment generated by the vehicle is:
/v Ff
Figure 2.2-10: Aerodynamic Flaps
ra =CmqAd (2.2-16)
where q is the dynamic pressure and d is the vehicle diameter. The flap generates a drag
force that produces a torque:
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Ffd CDqApd
r 2 = = (2.2-17)2 2
Where Ap is the area of the flap. This assumes that the CG of the vehicle is close to the
centerline. For the vehicle to fly at equilibrium these two torques need to be equal, which
yields:
C A
C D P (2.2-18)2 A
The stability aerodynamics analysis calculates values of dCm/da; assuming that Cm is
linear in a and 0 when a is 00, the equilibrium angle of attack is:
a- CDAP (2.2-19)
2A dCM
da
The following substitutions were made to calculate a value of a.
1) The CD for a flat plate is 1.833, from modified Newtonian flow theory [10, 72]
2) The stability of the vehicle (dCm/da) is 0.004 per degree
3) The area of the vehicle is 176.7m 2 (15m diameter)
24) The flap area is 4m
These assumptions yield a maximum equilibrium angle of attack of about 5'.
Aerodynamic flaps are not even close to meeting the control authority requirements
necessary to fly the fuel optimal trajectory.
One possible way to approach the angle of attack problem with the fuel optimal
trajectory would be to reformulate the cost function used in the optimal control problem.
For instance, if rockets were used to generate torque the amount of RCS propellant
expended could be added to the propellant used by the main engines in the cost function.
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The optimal control problem would then find a trajectory that only used as large an angle
of attack as is feasible. However, this formulation would complicate the optimal control
problem significantly. Also, since the feasible amount of control authority available is
likely to be only a few degrees, a full order of magnitude less than desired by the fuel
optimal trajectory, the benefits of the modified optimal trajectory are likely to be small
compared to just flying at single trimmed angle of attack. Since the possible benefit
seemed small, fuel optimal trajectories were abandoned in favor of simpler constant angle
of attack trajectories, such as the gravity turn.
2.3 Constant Angle of Attack Trajectories
Since fuel optimal trajectories were found infeasible due to large aerodynamic
moments, constant angle of attack trajectories were chosen as the nominal basis for later
engine failure simulation. These trajectories were originally developed for the Lunar
Surveyor landings [10]. The "gravity turn" used by the Surveyor landings operated at a
constant angle of attack of 00. Since gravity always acts downwards and the thrust of the
vehicle will always have a negative horizontal component a vehicle performing a gravity
turn tends to orient its velocity vertically, which is good preparation for landing. In this
analysis the gravity turn is slightly generalized by allowing the vehicle to follow any
constant angle of attack, instead of just 00. Angles of attack above 00 tend to depress the
trajectory, forcing the vehicle to lose altitude sooner, while those below 00 tend to loft the
trajectory. Lofting the trajectory causes the descent phase to take more time and hence
burn more fuel, however less thrust is necessary to fly a lofted trajectory. Reducing the
amount of thrust has two benefits. Lower thrust engines weigh less than larger engines.
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Also, the less thrust each engine produces the smaller the disturbance the vehicle feels if
one fails. Since Mars has an atmosphere, constant angle of attack trajectories have a
benefit not present at the Moon which helps deal with disturbances. Holding the angle of
attack constant means that the vehicle can be trimmed to fly stably about this angle. This
causes the aerodynamic moments to act favorably; instead of the vehicle incurring a cost
to oppose them they are a powerful force that acts to damp disturbances.
Since constant angle of attack trajectories are simpler than fuel optimal
trajectories they could be analyzed directly in the 6DOF simulation instead of first
needing to build a 3DOF guidance model. Also, there was enough time to analyze
multiple initial conditions to support the mission planners trying to decide on a vehicle
design and nominal flight plan. Cases involving a 10 meter diameter vehicle igniting its
engines at Mach 4, a 15 meter diameter vehicle with ignition at Mach 3, and a 15 meter
diam'eter with ignition at Mach 2 were considered. Initial conditions for the propulsive
descent, including altitude, velocity and flight path angle were taken from the GA Tech
entry analysis [16, 33]. The baseline vehicles could fly the 15m diameter, Mach 3 or the
15m diameter, Mach 2 trajectory depending on what orbital altitude entry starts from. No
delta-V margin was added for cross-range maneuvers. Rocket ignition was chosen to
occur without delay after heat shield separation in order to minimize the necessary T/m
ratio, and to reduce the number of trajectories that were evaluated. An analysis of the
effect of adding a coast period to the nominal descent on the required T/m and delta-V
can be found here [18, 3.15]. The desired final condition was an altitude of lkm and a
velocity of 50m/s. All thrust to mass ratios have been normalized to thrust to weight at
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Earth's surface (T/W) by dividing T/m by gE. This was requested by the TSH designers
to help intuitively judge how much acceleration is acting on the vehicle. The required
initial T/Wi and payload mass fractions for these trajectories can be found in figures 2.3-1
and 2.3-2. The 15m, Mach 3 trajectory flown with a 0* angle of attack was chosen as the
standard for the engine out scenario simulations. It is interesting to note that the payload
mass fraction for the 15m, Mach 3 gravity turn is only slightly less than that for the fuel
optimal trajectory calculated with the same vehicle.
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Figure 2.3-2 Nominal Payload Mass Fraction
These constant angle of attack trajectories work well at delivering the vehicle to
the designated final conditions while maintaining a reasonable payload mass fraction.
However, before delving into the engine failure analysis, a few observations were made.
The first has to do with the transition from the entry to descent phases of flight. The
angle of attack that the vehicle will be trimmed at for entry to generate lift is not the same
as the angle of attack needed in descent to point the rocket engines. Using the GA Tech
entry data and a gravity turn for descent the differences between these two angles of
attack is about 18.5*. Most likely this change in trim angle of attack will be
accomplished by weighting the heat shield to one side so the change will happen abruptly
when the heat shield is jettisoned and the rockets ignited. As seen with fuel optimal
trajectories, flying at an off trim angle of attack can generate large aerodynamic
moments. This moment is even larger for lofted trajectories where the angle difference is
increased. Fortunately, the entry angle of attack is within the stable range for the TSH.
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The aerodynamic pitching moment provides most of the torque necessary for moving the
vehicle to its new trim. However, since the aerodynamics act mainly as a proportional
controller there tends to be a rather long settling time. The settling time can be reduced
adequately by including a RCS capable of generating a 10-15kN-m torque. An RCS that
can produce 30kN-m was used in the nominal case to actuate the commands of the PID
rotation controller, assuming a level of redundancy. Figure 2.3-3 shows the difference
between the uncontrolled heat shield ejection transient and the transient with an active
RCS for the worst case tested.
time (S) time (S)
Worst case, 0 kN-m RCS Worst case, 15 kN-m RCS
Figure 2.3-3: Heat Shield Ejection Transient
The second observation was that the final conditions were sensitive to the
trimmed angle of attack. This was not as true for the fuel optimal trajectories where it
was assumed that the vehicle had enough control authority to fly at any desired angle of
attack. This observation seems, but it has important implications on vehicle design. The
aerodynamics and CG models determined that the trimmed angle of attack varies linearly
by almost 30/lcm of CG offset. It could be very difficult to place the location of the CG
precisely enough and make sure it remains within specifications until the vehicle is
landed. As shown in the discussion on fuel optimal trajectories, systems that actively
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control the trim angle of the vehicle are not particularly helpful for following a nominal
descent profile. However, they could be very helpful in maintaining the proper trim of
the vehicle. As mentioned previously, potential sources of active trim control include
flaps, CG movement, and parachutes. A parachute could probably be deployed once
traveling below Mach 2.7, flaps could be deployed during entry after peak heating, and
moving mass inside the vehicle can be done at any time. Since the ability to adjust the
trim of the vehicle would also be useful during entry, well above Mach 2.7, either flaps,
moving masses, or a combination of the two is recommended.
While parachutes may not be the best choice for providing active trim control,
they could provide a significant benefit for the T/Wi and delta-V of the nominal descent
trajectory. Table 2.3-1 lists the T/Wi and delta-V needed for propulsive descent for three
cases: one without a parachute, one with a 20m parachute deployed at Mach 2.2, and one
with a 30m parachute deployed at Mach 2.7. The two parachutes roughly correspond to
what has currently been used on Mars, and what might be developed for the robotic Mars
exploration program [18, 3.15]. The parachute was modeled using aerodynamic
coefficients for disk-gap-band parachutes. Ringsail parachutes, like were used by the
Apollo command module, would probably be more efficient but do not have any heritage
at Mars. The larger parachute simulated would provide a significant increase in the
amount of payload delivered to the surface. Since parachutes are a reliable and flight
proven technology that could benefit the TSH they are recommended to be included in
future designs. A parachute was not included in the baseline design however, to reduce
the complexity of the descent problem.
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Table 2.3-1: Benefit of Parachutes to the Nominal Trajectory
No parachute 20m/M2.2 parachute 30m/M2.7 parachute
T/Wi .695 .660 .558
Delta-V 674m/s 645m/s 557m/s
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Chapter 3:
Off-nominal Analysis
3.1 Engine-Out Performance
As mentioned in the previous sections, a nominal trajectory was chosen
corresponding to a 15m diameter vehicle dropping its heat shield, with ignition of the
rocket engines at Mach 3, and flying a gravity turn. Controllability of a vehicle landing
on Mars in the event of a single engine failure was considered for both the clustered and
modular engine configurations.
The engine-out scenario begins at any point on the nominal trajectory before the
terminating conditions (1km altitude, 50m/s velocity) are met. When the failure time is
reached the thrust of the failed engine is removed immediately from the simulation. The
sudden imbalance in the thrust of the rocket engines causes a disturbance that perturbs the
attitude of the vehicle, and if large enough can cause it to tumble and crash.
The modular case uses only half the thrust per engine of the clustered case, but
also has a much greater moment arm for the rockets, so it always has a larger disturbance
when an engine fails. Since the modular case uses twice the number of rocket engines as
the clustered case engine-out scenarios might be more probable; however, no attempt to
quantify this effect has been made.
0.25 seconds after the failure the vehicle detects the failed engine and uses one of
two methods for removing or mitigating the disturbance with the main engines: shutdown
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or gimballing. Shutdown cuts the thrust of the opposite rocket engine to remove the
imbalance in the thrust. Gimballing rotates the remaining rocket engines such that the
resultant thrust vector points through the vehicle's CG, thus removing the disturbance.
Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. They are diagrammed in figure 3.1-1.
SHUTDOWN GIMBAL
Figure 3.1-1 Engine-Out Mitigation Strategies
Shutting down the opposite engine has the disadvantage that the vehicle must be
able to fly with two engines out, instead of just one. This means that for the shutdown
method the engines must be able to produce much more thrust than when using the
gimballing method, which only has one engine out and a small off-axis thrust penalty.
This effect on the necessary thrust per engine and total engine mass is shown in figures
3.1-2 and 3.1-3. Fortunately, larger engines have a higher thrust to mass ratio, so this
issue is naturally mitigated. Using the shutdown technique should cost at most 300
kilograms of mass more in rocket engines. Shutting down the opposite engine is also not
an instantaneous effect. An exponential decay of thrust over 6 seconds was used, based
on the zero thrust time of the space shuttle main engine (SSME) [13, 12]. While the
engine is in the process of shutting down the vehicle still feels a disturbance torque.
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Figure 3.1-2 Thrust per Engine in Nominal, Gimbal, and Shutdown Cases
Figure 3.1-3 Total Engine Mass in Nominal, Gimbal, and Shutdown Cases
The performance of the rocket engines during gimballing also borrows data from
the SSME. The engines throttle at a rate of 4% per second and gimbal at 12.5' per
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second [20]. The main problem with gimballing the engines instead of shutting one
down is that, depending on the location of the vehicle's CG, it can take a large gimbal
range to completely remove the disturbance. The farther the engines are from the
centerline and the closer the CG is axially to the mount point of the engines, the larger a
gimbal range is needed. There is also a cosine loss that reduces the total effective thrust
of the remaining engines, but this effect is small. The baseline vehicle has a gimbal range
of ±100 [18, 3.11], which requires that the vehicle CG be 2m up or down the vehicle's
axis from the engine mount point for the clustered case, and 4.5m away for the modular
case, as shown in figure 3.1-4 and figure 3.1-5. These two figures plot the steady state
disturbance torque generated as well as the cosine loss of thrust after the engines have
been gimbaled outwards following an engine failure for each engine configuration. This
requirement on the CG is generally in conflict with aerodynamic stability, which needs
the CG of the vehicle to be near the nose. It is not clear that both requirements can be
satisfied at the same time. Using an insufficient gimbal range and canceling the steady
state torque with the RCS was considered. However, this does not work very well
because of the steep slope of the steady state disturbance with respect to gimbal range.
The integrated disturbances were calculated for both the shutdown and gimbal methods,
as shown in 3.1-6, using a CG 0.5m from the rocket mount point, which is definitely
realizable. The gimbal integrated steady state torque became larger than the shutdown
transient after only ~1 second. The benefit of lighter rocket engines would quickly be lost
to the large amount of propellant and heavier RCS needed to compensate for the steady
state disturbance. Because of these issues more detailed engine-out simulations focused
on shutting down the opposite engine as a mitigation technique.
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Using the nominal trajectory, clustered engine configuration, and shutdown
mitigation technique 6DOF simulations of engine-out scenarios were run at various
times-to-go before the nominal trajectory met the termination criteria. The failed engine
was chosen to be one that would depress the trajectory in order to get the worst case
scenario. The remaining altitude when the vehicle reached zero velocity and the
maximum deviation of the angle of attack from the nominal trajectory are shown in
figures 3.1-7 and 3.1-8. The maximum angle of attack deviation increases as the engine
failure occurs later because the dynamic pressure that creates the aerodynamic restoring
pitch moment becomes smaller the slower the vehicle is moving. For smaller times-to-go
than the last data point the vehicle became unstable and crashed.
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It is obviously unacceptable for a period in time when the vehicle could crash due
to a single engine failure to exist during propulsive descent, so additional sources of
control authority were considered beyond the vehicle's aerodynamics and the RCS torque
necessary to damp the pitch rate during heat shield separation. First, two ideas that would
not require any new equipment were considered and rejected. If the vehicle could pitch
down after a failure the trajectory could be lofted which could increase the time before a
potential crash. However, commanding the RCS to cause the vehicle to pitch down after
the failure occurs does not keep the vehicle from crashing because the RCS still does not
have enough control authority to keep the vehicle from becoming unstable. Also,
gimballing the engines to provide control authority is not particularly helpful. It would be
expensive to produce a gimballing system accurate enough to provide fine control of
large rocket engines compared to building larger RCS engines. Also, gimballing the
engines for attitude control would cause a reduction in thrust along the vehicle's axis, and
would make the vehicle much more difficult to control by coupling the attitude control
with the main source of deceleration.
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Figure 3.1-8 Maximum Angle of Attack Deviation in Engine Out Simulation
Surprisingly, the remaining altitude after an engine failure did not strongly
correlate with the time of engine failure. It was originally expected that the later an
engine failed the closer the vehicle would come to crashing. Since this did not always
turn out to be the case a different variable that was better correlated was sought. It was
discovered that the maximum angle of attack deviation from the nominal angle is a strong
function of the time when the engine failure occurs. This suggested that since the vehicle
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is crashing at small times-to-go when the angle of attack deviation is large, that better
controlling the angle of attack was the correct means to prevent a crash. Plotting the
amount of control torque available at various Mach numbers and angles of attack from
different sources helped determine the best way to stabilize the system. Three different
sources were considered. The first was the vehicle's RCS system, the second was the
aerodynamic forces on the vehicle's body, and the third was the additional torque
generated if a 30 meter parachute was attached to the center of the vehicle's backshell.
Figure 3.1-9 shows the individual and total control torques available from Mach 0 to
Mach 4 at three different angles of attack these sources. This figure shows that while
aerodynamic sources of control are very powerful at supersonic speeds, as the vehicle
slows down they become less able to resist the disturbance of an engine failure compared
to the RCS. Also, the aerodynamic torques are almost completely proportional to the
angle of attack, which means they are not used as efficiently as the. RCS which can be
directed by a feed forward controller once a failure has been detected. Since the risk of
engine failure causing a crash is greatest near the end of the trajectory when the vehicle is
at a low Mach number, an enlarged RCS was chosen as a source of additional control
authority. This choice is confirmed using the 6DOF simulation, in which the vehicle still
crashes with the addition of a 30m parachute, but remains stable with an RCS capable of
producing 35 kN-m of torque. This is only 5 kN-m more than the nominal RCS needed to
damp the heat shield ejection transient.
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Figure 3.1-9 Sources of Control Torque
Since the RCS torque necessary for a vehicle with the modular engine
configuration to maintain control during any engine out scenario using the shutdown
technique was estimated by multiplying by the ratio of the clustered and modular
disturbance torques. This is reasonable because the amount of torque necessary to
stabilize the vehicle is proportional to the disturbance torque. After the analysis was
completed a last minute change of the baseline vehicle's parameters was received. It
became necessary to increase the mass of the TSH from 70 to 85 tons. The results as
shown in Table 3.1-1 also includes RCS torque values that have been scaled up linearly
from the 70 ton vehicle in the 6DOF simulations to the 85 ton new baseline mass of the
TSH. The disturbance torque is proportional to the engine thrust, which is proportional to
the vehicle mass so this is also a reasonable approximation. It would have been better to
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rerun the simulations for the 85 ton clustered and modular configurations, but time was
lacking and the modular design had fallen out of favor due to requirements one through
three, so the CER design team was no longer interested in that result.
Table 3.1-1 RCS Torque Necessary for Clustered and Modular Designs
Vehicle Mass Clustered Configuration Modular Configuration
70 ton vehicle 35 kN-m 89 kN-m
85 ton vehicle 42.5 kN-m 108 kN-m
3.2 Crew Acceleration Tolerance
The final requirement on the design of the TSH dealt with in this study is that the
acceleration felt by the crew during the nominal descent phase be within acceptable
levels. The NASA Standards 3000 document provided charts of crew acceleration
tolerance that were used to determine whether this requirement was met. These charts
are shown in figures 3.2-1, 3.2-2, and 3.2-3 [11]. In these figures the maximum
acceleration level tolerable by the crew for a given duration is plotted for various health
conditions of the crew. For this analysis the crew is considered to be in a deconditioned
state because of the long flight from Earth to Mars in microgravity. These plots show
that humans are much better at tolerating acceleration that forces their eyeballs into their
skull. The crew will be oriented in the TSH in such a way that the main acceleration of
the rocket engines will act in that direction.
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crew)
Figure 3.2-3: Eyeballs Sideways Crew Acceleration Tolerance
In the event of an engine failure, significant forces may arise off the axis that
humans tolerate best. Also, if the astronauts are not sitting at the center of gravity of the
TSH they will feel an acceleration when the TSH rotates, an effect which will get
particularly large when an engine fails.
Figure 3.2-4 diagrams some important reference points needed to derive the
acceleration felt by the astronauts inside the TSH. Point 0 is the origin of the inertial
frame I. Point G, the center of gravity of the vehicle, is the origin of the body frame, b,
of the vehicle. Point A is the point in the vehicle where the astronauts are located. The
rotation of the vehicle about the body frame axes are denoted as p, q, and r and form the
vector Wb/I.
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Figure 3.2-4: Diagram for Deriving Astronaut Acceleration
In order to derive the acceleration felt by the astronauts it is necessary to start at
the definition of acceleration in the inertial frame and work towards an equation in terms
of variables produced by the 6DOF simulation.
d~,,d, dOG dG d 2GAa dIV d[O + IGA] =aG 1 (3.2-1)
All dt dtL dt dt _ dt2
At this point the acceleration of the vehicle in the inertial frame appears, which is
available in the 6DOF simulation. It remains to find a useful expression for the second
term. This can be done by switching the derivative to the body frame. The position of
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the astronauts is assumed not to change relative to the vehicle center of gravity, which
simplifies the derivation.
d jGA d, ~ d, GA (ddd dpi/ G dGA"
= - + / ,, xG A = G A + x G A + -,0xd2 dt Ldt dt dt dt dt
dd 6GA =-'- vA =--!-0=0
dt dt dt dt
d, -, _ dgjoym/I d ' 1'' (3.2-2)
dt dt dt
dGA =VA 1,8+(co, x GA)=( of, x GA)
dtA 
_ d x GA +0'Y /Ix(Co/IxGA)
The problematic term in 1.8-1 is now expressed in terms of the astronaut position in the
vehicle, which is a design variable, and the vehicle rotation rate, which is available from
the 6DOF simulation. Combining 1.8-1 and 1.8-2 the acceleration felt by the astronauts
can be expressed as:
aAI = aGII + dg x GA + , O/x (ofl/I x GA) (3.2-3)
With GA equal to zero and an engine failure at two seconds into descent the acceleration
felt by the astronauts is as shown in figure 3.2-5.
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Figure 3.2-5: Astronaut Acceleration vs. Time During Descent
After performing several trials with different times-to-go of failure and GA distance of
zero the peak acceleration felt by the astronauts in each direction was recorded in table
3.2-1. The maximum additional acceleration due to vehicle rotation felt by the astronauts
when varying GA to its maximum possible value was lg in any direction, but for only 1-
3 seconds. While the torque necessary to keep each engine configuration stable varies
significantly, the acceleration felt by the astronauts does not.
Table 3.2-1: Peak Acceleration of Astronauts During Nominal Descent
Eyeball Clustered, with Clustered, without Modular, with Modular, without
Direction thrust vectoring thrust vectoring thrust vectoring thrust vectoring
In 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
Out 0 0 0 0
Up 0 0 0 0
Down 0.1 0.1 .1 .1
Left/Right 0.3 0.3 .3 .3
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All of the peak accelerations are under the sustained acceleration allowable by NASA
Standard 3000. The rotational acceleration could cause accelerations above the
maximum sustained level, but only last for a short time for which the higher acceleration
is acceptable. Also, the astronauts will probably be placed as close to the center of
gravity of the TSH as possible, so a full g of acceleration due to vehicle rotation is
unlikely. The crew acceleration tolerance is met, even with an engine failure, with
margin to spare.
3.3 Recommendations
The primary recommendation of this work is a recommendation for the
configuration that the main rocket engines should be placed in for the TSH propulsive
descent stage. The clustered engine configuration is recommended because it has
satisfactory packaging, cargo handling, and assembly characteristics as determined by
other members of the CER project while requiring less RCS thrust and propellant because
it is easier to control in an engine-out scenario than the modular configuration. Also,
crew acceleration tolerances are met adequately be the clustered configuration.
Other recommendations arising from this work include:
* The RCS for the 85 ton TSH should produce at least 42.5 kN-m of torque.
e The shutdown engine failure mitigation technique should be used unless a way
can be found to move the TSH CG farther from the engine mount points.
" Including a 30m diameter, Mach 2.7 deployable parachute in the baseline descent
trajectory is recommended due to the reduction in delta V and increased stability
that the parachute provides.
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* Including some method of active trim control in order to counteract CG location
uncertainty in the TSH.
" Placing the crew as close as possible to the CG of the TSH in order to minimize
acceleration felt during vehicle rotation.
If it is of interest to continue this investigation of descent in the face of engine failure
on Mars, there are some recommended actions that should be taken. The most important
is to improve the aerodynamic model of the vehicle. Proper estimation of aerodynamic
coefficients is critical to getting believable simulation results. In particular, more
attention needs to be put into the transonic and subsonic flight regimes. Also, more
potential nominal trajectories could be considered. The cost function for calculating fuel
optimal trajectories should be modified to account for the cost of flying at an untrimmed
angle of attack. Careful consideration should be given to possibly delaying the rocket
ignition to allow drag forces to bear more of the burden of decelerating the vehicle. The
tradeoff for this may be requiring rocket engines with higher thrust that can perform the
remaining deceleration in a short amount of time. It may be possible to integrate the
main engines into the attitude control system if they are mounted on gimbals. Also, a
model for terminal landing maneuvers could be made so that the vehicle can be simulated
all the way to landing on the surface of Mars.
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Appendix A: Mars EDL History
Entry Mass (kg)
Entry Velocity (m/s)
Entry Flight Path Angle (deg)
LID
Max Deceleration (G)
Heat Shield Diameter (m)
Ballistic Coefficient (kg/m2)
Heat Shield Nose Radius (m)
Heat Shield Cone Angle (deg)
Heat Shield Primary TPS Material
Max Stagnation Point Heating (W/cm2)
Total Heat Load (J/cm2)
Parachute Type
Parachute Diameter (m)
Parachute Deployment Altitude (m)
Parachute Deployment Velocity (m/s)
Total Time on Parachute (s)
Heat Shield Separation Altitude (m)
Heat Shield Separation Velocity (m/s)
Parachute Separation Altitude (m)
Parachute Separation Velocity (m/s)
Terminal Landing System
Terminal Landing Sensors
Time from Chute Sep to Landing (s)
Landing Site Altitude (m) (MOLA ref.)
Landing Site Latitude (deg)
Landing Site Ellipse size (km)
Local Time at Landing (hh:mm)
Landed Mass (kg)
Viking I
980
4600
-17
0.18
3.54
63
1.56
70 deg
SLA-561
21
1100
DGB
15
6000
250
60
4500
1500
60
3x18 rockets
40
-3627
22.480 N
300 x 100
Afternoon
600
Viking II Pathfinder
980
4600
-17
0.18
3.54
63
1.56
70 deg
SLA-561
21
1100
DGB
15
6000
250
60
4500
1500
60
3x18 rockets
40
-4505
47.970 N
300 x 100
Morning
600
585
7260
-14.2
0
20
2.65
63
0.66
70 deg
SLA-561
106
3865
DGB
12.7
6000-11000
360-450
120
5000-9000
95-130
50-70
52-64
3 solids / airbags
radar
4
-3682
19.33 N
200 x 70
4:00 AM
410
DM 2 Mars Polar
Microprobe Lander
2.7
6900
-13.25
0
12.6
0.35
36
0.088
45 deg
SIRCA-SPUT
194
8712
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2300
76 S
120 x 10
5:00 AM
2.7
494
6900
-13.25
0
12
2.4
58-62
0.66
70 deg
SLA-561
80
4322
Pathfinder DGB
12.7
7300
493
87
8000
250-290
1630
78
3x4 rockets
radar, IMU
43
2300
76 S
120 x 10
5:00 AM
290
Entry Mass (kg)
Entry Velocity (m/s)
Entry Flight Path Angle (deg)
LID
Max Deceleration (G)
Heat Shield Diameter (m)
Ballistic Coefficient (kg/m2)
Heat Shield Nose Radius (m)
Heat Shield Cone Angle (deg)
Heat Shield Primary TPS Material
Max Stagnation Point Heating (W/cm2)
Total Heat Load (J/cm2)
Parachute Type
Parachute Diameter (m)
Parachute Deployment Altitude (m)
Parachute Deployment Velocity (m/s)
Total Time on Parachute (s)
Heat Shield Separation Altitude (m)
Heat Shield Separation Velocity (m/s)
Parachute Separation Altitude (m)
Parachute Separation Velocity (m/s)
Terminal Landing System
Terminal Landing Sensors
Time from Chute Sep to Landing (s)
Landing Site Altitude (m) (MOLA ref.)
Landing Site Latitude (deg)
Landing Site Ellipse size (km)
Local Time at Landing (hh:mm)
Landed Mass (kg)
Beagle 2 MER 1 (Spirit) (Oporunity)
69 827
5600 5700
-16.5 -11.5
0 0
13.3 6
0.95 2.65
-60 89
0.66
60 deg 70 deg
EADS Norcoat SLA-561
45
3690
2 stage ringsail DGB
10 15
7100 11800
440 430
108 122
4000-8000
100-130
0 -20
16 68
airbags rockets / airbags
radar imager, radar, IMU
0 -4
-3367 -1910
10.6 N 14.59S
120 x 45 81 x 12
mid-day 2:00 PM
33 540
832
5700
-11.5
0
6
2.65
89
0.66
70 deg
SLA-561
45
3690
DGB
15
11800
430
122
4000-8000
100-130
-20
68
rockets I airbags
imager, radar, IMUI
-4
-1440
1.98 S
81.5 x 11.5
1:15 PM
540
Phoenix Lander MSL 2009 Rover
538
5790
-12.5
0.06
2.65
64
70 deg
SLA-561
47
2827
DGB
12.4
10200
366
187
6500-8500
220
41
3x4 rockets
radar, IMU
65-75 N
20 x 10
6:00 PM
364
0.18
4.05
70 deg
49
ringsail
8000
491
71
5700
179
1000
95
rockets / skycrane
radar, IMU
33
2500
TBD
10 x 6
900
95
, ,
Appendix B: Simulink 6DOF Simulation Code
B.1: 6DOF Simulink Model Top Level
.7,
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B.2: 6DOF Simulink Model Dynamics
B.3: 6DOF Simulink Model PID Control
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B.4: 6DOF Simulink Model Main Engine Control
i W
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B.5: 6DOF Simulink Model
Main Engine Events and Thrust Planning
function [FrocketTM_rocketT,m _dot rocket] = rocket(t,clock,Vb,m,grocket,b,c)
% This block supports an embeddable subset of the MATLAB language.
% See the help menu for details.
% alphaO=alpha;
% beta0=beta;
g_rocketmax=11*9.81;
g_rocket = min(grocket,grocket-max);
%%%%%pure gravity turn
g_rocket = .665*9.81*70000/m;
g_rocket = .695*9.81*70000/m;
g_rocket = .5575*9.81*70000/m;
%offset gravity turn
% g-rocket = 1.19*9.81*70000/m;
Isprocket=375; %(in s)
V=sqrt(sum(Vb.^2));
VO=V;
% arm = 1.325*[0 1 0; 0 0 1; 0 -1 0; 0 0 -1];
% b = 1;
a=.5;
%clustered
%pods
% b=3.54;
% c=3.54;
%clustered
N =4;
b=1;
c=1;
%lofted
% arm = [a -b -c; a b -c; a b c; a -b c];
%depressed
arm = [a b c; a b -c; a -b -c; a -b c];
% %modular
% N = 8;
% b=5;
% c=5;
% d = sqrt(bA2+cA2);
% arm = [a -b -c; a b -c; a -b c; a -d 0; a b c; a d 0; a 0 -d; a O d];
F_rocket = zeros(N,3);
M_rocket = zeros(N,3);
% LzO = [cos(-beta) sin(-beta) 0 ; -sin(-beta) cos(-beta) 0; 0 0 1];
% LyO = [cos(alpha) 0 -sin(alpha); 0 1 0; sin(alpha) 0 cos(alpha)];
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% %Vector thrust along velocity vector
% if abs(alpha) > 12*pi/180
% if alpha > 0
% alpha = 12 *pi/180;
% else
% alpha = -12*pi/180;
% end
% end
% if abs(beta) > 12*pi/180
% if beta > 0
% beta = 12*pi/180;
% else
% beta = -12*pi/1 80;
% end
% end
% beta=-beta;
alpha = 0;
% alpha = alpha-pi;
beta = 0;
Lz = [cos(beta) sin(beta) 0 ; -sin(beta) cos(beta) 0; 0 0 1];
Ly = [cos(alpha) 0 -sin(alpha) ; 0 1 0; sin(alpha) 0 cos(alpha)];
Vb0 = Vb;
Vb = Lz*Ly*[1;0;0];
V = norm(Vb);
%normal operation
for i = 1:N
F-rocket(i,:) = (1/N) * -m.*g-rocket.*Vb'.V;
M_rocket(i,:) = cross(arm(i,:),Frocket(i,:));
end
% Frocket(1,:) = (1/N) * -m.*g rocket.*Vb'.N;
% Frocket(2,:) = (1/N) * -m.*grocket.*Vb'.N;
% Frocket(3,:) = (1/N) * -m.*g-rocket.*Vb'.N;
% Frocket(4,:) = (1/N) * -m.*g-rocket.*Vb'.N;
% M rocket(1,:) = arm(1,:) .* F rocket(1,:);
% Mrocket(2,:) = arm(2,:) .* Frocket(2,:);
% Mrocket(3,:) = arm(3,:) .* Frocket(3,:);
% Mrocket(4,:) = arm(4,:) .* F-rocket(4,:);
F rocketD = F rocket;
M_rocketD = M_rocket;
F_rocketDT = sum(Frocket)';
M_rocketDT = sum(Mrocket)';
%failure modes
type = 1;
% nominal time marks
% failtime = .161;
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% failtime = 18.985;
% failtime = 25.2;
% failtime = 39.39;
% failtime=59.361;
% failtime = 60.91;
% failtime = 70.746;
% failtime = 80.579;
% failtime = 84.048;
%+pitch down time marks
% failtime = 84.04;
% failtime = 90.06;
failtime = 9999;
sensetime = .25;
if double(clock - tO) > failtime
switch type
case 1 %fail off
F_rocket(1,:) = zeros(1,3);
M_rocket(1,:) = zeros(1,3);
case 2 %fail 1/2
F_rocket(1,:) = .5 * Frocket(1,:);
M_rocket(1,:) cross(arm(1,:),Frocket(1,:));
case 3 %fail on
F_rocket(1,:) = (1/N) * -m.*g_rocketmax.*Vb'.N;
M_rocket(1,:) = cross(arm(1,:),Frocket(1,:));
otherwise
end
end
if double(clock - tO) > (failtime + sensetime)
% clock
% to
elapsed = clock - tO - failtime - sensetime;
clock;
VbO - Vb/sqrt(sum(Vb.^2));
F_diff = (F_rocketD - F rocket)';
broken = 0;
for i = 1:numel(Fdiff)
if Fdiff(i)
broken = i;
break
end
end
if broken
% brokenmx = find(Fdiff)
% broken = brokenmx;
opposite = mod(ceil(broken(1)/(N-1 ))+floor(N/2),N);
%Opposite Engine Desired Response
%Frocket opp(opposite,:) = Frocket(broken,:);
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%0 response time
%Frocket(opposite,:) = F-rocketd(opposite,:);
%SSME thrust cutoff scaling
% F-rocket(opposite,:) = F rocket(opposite,:) * max((1-(elapsed/6)),O);
% F-rocket(opposite,:) = F rocket(opposite,:) * max((1 -(elapsedA.5/2.45)),0);
% F-rocket(opposite,:) = Frocket(opposite,:) * max(exp(-elapsed*6/zeroT),0);
zeroT = 6;
switch type
case 1
oppositeT = sqrt(sum(Frocket(opposite, :).A2)) * max(exp(-elapsed*6/zeroT),0);
case 2
oppositeT = .5 * sqrt(sum(F rocket(opposite, :).A2));
oppositeT = oppositeT + oppositeT * max(exp(-elapsed*6/zeroT),0);
end
switch type
case 1
% MaxVec = min(asin(b/a),12*pi/180);
MaxVec =12*pi/180;
case 2
if double(clock - tO) < (failtime + sensetime + zeroT)
MaxVec = 12*pi/180;
else
MaxVec = 0;
end
end
VecSpeed = 12.5;
alpha = -sign(arm(broken,2))*min(elapsed*VecSpeed,sqrt(MaxVecA2/2));
beta = +sign(arm(broken,3))*min(elapsed*VecSpeed,sqrt(MaxVecA2/2));
%no thrust vectoring
% alpha=0;
% beta=0;
Lz = [cos(beta) sin(beta) 0 ; -sin(beta) cos(beta) 0; 0 0 1];
Ly = [cos(alpha) 0 -sin(alpha) ; 0 1 0; sin(alpha) 0 cos(alpha)];
Lzb = [cos(-beta) sin(-beta) 0 ; -sin(-beta) cos(-beta) 0; 0 0 1];
Lyb = [cos(-alpha) 0 -sin(-alpha) ; 0 1 0 ; sin(-alpha) 0 cos(-alpha)];
% F rocket(opposite,:) = oppositeT .* max(exp(-elapsed*6/zeroT),0) .* (Lz*Ly*[1;0;0])';
switch type
case 1
F_rocket(opposite,:) = -oppositeT .* (Lz*Ly*[1;0;0])';
M_rocket(opposite,:) = cross(arm(opposite,:),Frocket(opposite,:));
case 2
F_rocket(opposite,:) = -oppositeT .* (Lz*Ly*[1;0;0])'
Frocket(broken,:) = -sqrt(sum(Frocket(broken,:).A2)) .* (Lzb*Lyb*[1;0;0])'
M_rocket(opposite,:) = cross(arm(opposite,:),Frocket(opposite,:))
M_rocket(broken,:) = cross(arm(broken,:),Frocket(broken,:))
end
% Mrocket(opposite,:) = arm(opposite,:) .* F_rocket(opposite,:);
% Mrocket(opposite,:) = cross(arm(opposite,:),Frocket(opposite,:));
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aaa = sqrt(sum(sum(Frocket)'.^2));
bbb = sqrt(sum(F-rocketDT'.^2));
% throttleto = norm(sum(Frocket)') - norm(F-rocketDT)
% mult = 1 + throttleto/((N-2) * norm(FrocketDT)*(N-2)/N)
% newT = mult*norm(FrocketDT)*(N-2)/N
throttleto = bbb - aaa;
mult = 1 + throttleto/((N-2) * bbb/N);
newT = mult*bbb/N;
newT = max(O, newT);
g_rocket/9.81;
newT = min(m*g rocketmax/N, newT);
mult newT/(bbb/N);
for i = 1:N
if -(i==broken || i==opposite)
%Frocket(i,:)=F_rocket(i,:)*mult * min((.5+(elapsed/25)),1)
F_rocket(i,:)= F rocket(i,:)*mult * min((1/mult+.04*elapsed),1);
M_rocket(i,:) = cross(arm(i,:),Frocket(i,:));
end
end
% Frocket
% Mrocket
end
end
% if clock > 2
% clock
% double(clock - tO)
% Frocket
% Mrocket
% VbO
% Vb
% VbO - Vb*sqrt(sum(VbO.^2))
% end
%sum forces and moments
F_rocketT = sum(Frocket)';
M_rocketT = sum(Mrocket)';
% if (VbO(1) < 0) && (abs(VbO(1)) < 5)
% FrocketT = [0;0;0];
% MrocketT = [0;0;0];
% end
%fuel usage
m_dotrocket = -1 *sqrt(sum(F rocketT.^2)) / (Isprocket*9.81);
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B.6: 6DOF Simulink Model Initialization Code
% Initialization of the problem parameters
rocketon=0;
global rocketon;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Environmental Models
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
mug=4.28282868534e1 3; % Gravitational constant (mA3/secA2)
omegap=7.088224e-5; % Mars rotation rate (rad/sec)
R_Mars=3.39720e6; % Mean planet radius (m) for spherical model
R_e=3.39394e6;Rp=3.37678e6; % Equatorial and polar radius (m) for geodetic
model
rhor=7.8e-4; % Reference density (kg/mA3) at altitude A_r
A_r=31.8e3; % Reference altitude (m)
betaA=1e-4; % Inverse of the scale height for atmospheric model (1/m)
angle w=-253.1*pi/1 80; % direction of the wind in Fv (0=North, pi/2=East...)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Landing conditions %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Rtarget=R_Mars;
lambdatarget=20*pi/l 80; % Latitude of the targeted landing site
mutarget=300*pi/l 80; % Longitude of the targeted landing site
Vt=2; % Velocity for terminal maneuvers (m/s)
Ht=20; % Altitude before terminal maneuvers (m)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Thruster allocation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
lsp=350; % Specific impulse of each thruster (in sec)
Apos=[0 0 0
0 0 0
.4970 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 .994 0
.4970 0
0 0 .994];
Aneg=[.497 0
0 .994 0
0
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0 0 0
0 0 .994
.4970 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0]; % Allocation matrices
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Vehicle model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
vehicle=2;
R_nose= 4.1; % Nose radius
% Geometric parameters
linertia=[569792 0 0; 0 569792 0; 0 0 306250]; % Inertia matrix
% dZ=-0.067; % z-component of the vector from the reference point to CG in
FB
% dZ=0.125;
% dZ = 0;
Xa = 10.5;
Xm =3;
% dZ=-.0;
% dZ=-.025;
% dZ=-.05;
% dZ=-.075;
dZ=-. ;
%aerodynamics
alphap = -pi:pi/25:pi;
alpha = [0:pi/25:pi -pi:pi/25:0];
[CA CN C-m Cm2] = aero(alpha, dZ);
% C_A=1.7/1.2*C_A;
% C_N=1.7/1.2*C_N;
% figure
% plot(alphap,CA,alphap,CN,alphap,Cm)
CA = [alphap;CA];
CN = [alphap;CN];
C_m = [alphap;Cm];
C_m2 = [alphap;Cm2];
% alpha des=.2; % Desired value for angle of attack (-C_moz/C-ma*dZ is the
equilibrium) (rad)
% alphades=0;
% alphades = -0*pi/1 80;
% alpha-des = -5*pi/180;
% alpha-des = -9.5*pi/l80;
% alphades = -13.925*pi/180;
alpha-des = -17.9*pi/180;
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% Aerodynamic parameters
C_A_0=1.7204;
C_A_alpha=-1.5623;
C_N_alpha=0.4381;
% C_A_0=.6;
% C_A_alpha=-.544;
% C_N-alpha=0.153;
%Cmoz=.6;
C_moz=1.8625;
Cma=-1.23333;
Cmq=-0.2;
C_nr=-0.2;
% S=63.62;
S=136.85;
d=13.2;
b=4.5;
c=7.5;
% S=382;
% b=11;
% c=11;
%%%%%%%%%
% Control
%%%%%%%%%
K_sigma=0.5;
K_p=200;
Kalphabeta=1;
K~qr=50;
K_qr =2000;
K-p = 1000;
K_qd = 4000;
Kpd = 2000;
K_qi = 200;
K_pi =100;
K_qr = 8000;
K_p = 8000;
Kr =8000;
K_qd = 6000;
K_pd = 6000;
K_rd = 6000;
K_qi = 500;
K_pi = 500;
K_ri = 500;
K_qr = 500000;
K_qd = 40000;
Kqi = 100;
% Reference Area (mA2)
% Reference Area (mA2)
% Roll/yaw reference length (m)
% Pitch reference length (m)
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4
K_p = 500;
K_pd = 100;
K_pi = 00;
K_r = 20000;
K_rd = 60000;
Kri= 10;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initial conditions %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%m_0=552;
m_0=70000;
% Initial mass
% Real initial position
% Real.R_0=RMars+8931;
Real.R_0=R_Mars+9375; %
% Real.R_0=RMars+5150;
Real.lambda_0=20.94*pi/1 80; %
Real.mu_0=330.9*pi/l80; % R
%Estimated initial position
Estimated.R_0=Real.R_0; % Estimated in
Estimated.lambda_0=Real.lambda_0;
Estimated.mu_0=Real.mu_0;
% Real initial velocity
%Real.V_w_0=[7.35e3;0;0];
(m/s)
Real.gamma_w_0=-2.85*pi/180;
Real.psi-w_0=0*pi/1 80; % Rea
Real.sigma-w_0=0*pi/180; %
% Estimated initial velocity
%Estimated.V_w_0=Real.V_w_0;
in Fw (m/s)
Estimated.gamma_w_0=Real.gamma_w_0;
Estimated.psi_w_0=Real.psi-w_;
Estimated.sigma-wo=Real.sigma_w_0;
Real.alpha_0=17.25*pi/180;
is the equilibrium) (rad)
% Real.alpha_0=.01*pi/180;
Real.beta_0=0; % Ir
% Real initial R (m)
Real initial R (m)
% Real initial R (m)
Real initial latitude (rad)
eal initial longitude (rad)
itial R (m)
% Estimated initial latitude (rad)
% Estimated initial longitude (rad)
o Real initial planet relative velocity vector in Fw
% Real initial flight path angle (rad)
Il initial heading angle (rad)
Real initial bank angle (rad)
% Estimated initial planet relative velocity vector
% Estimated initial flight path angle(rad)
% Estimated initial heading angle (rad)
% Estimated initial bank angle (rad)
% Initial value for angle of attack (-C_moz/C_ma*dZ
nitial value for sideslip angle (rad)
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% Real.V_0=945; % Real inertial planet relative velocity;
% Real.V_0=709; % Real inertial planet relative velocity;
Real.V_0=472.5; % Real inertial planet relative velocity;
Real.V_B_0=[Real.VO/sqrt(1 +tan(Real.alpha 0)A2); Real.VO*sin(Real.beta_0);...
Real.VO*tan(Real.alpha_0)/sqrt(1 +tan(Real.alpha_0)A2)]; % Real initial planet relative
velocity in body frame [u,v,w]
Estimated.V_B_0=Real.V_B_0; % Estimated initial planet relative velocity in body
frame [u,v,w]
Real.Lbw_0=LBW(Real.alpha_0, Real.beta_0);
Real.Lwv_0=LWV(Real.sigma w_0, Real.gamma_w_0, Real.psi w_0);
Real.L_bv_0=Real.L_bw_0*Real.L_wv_0;
Real.gamma_b_0=asin(-Real.L bv_0(1,3));
Real.psi_b_0=mod(atan2(Real.L-bv_0(1,2),Real.L_bv_0(1,1)),2*pi);
Real.sigma-bO=mod(atan2(Real.L-bv_0(2,3),Real.L_bv_0(3,3)),2*pi);
Estimated.gamma_b_0=Real.gamma_b_0;
Estimated.psi_b_0=Real.psi_b_0;
Estimated.sigma-b_0=Real.sigma_b_0;
% Estimated initial gammab(rad)
% Estimated initial psib (rad)
% Estimated initial sigmab (rad)
thrust-profile = [0 0];
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Appendix C: Aerodynamic Model Code
C.1: Centroiding Code
function [xm zm totalA totalV] = CGtest(Zoff)
biconic = 0;
% Vehicle.d=5; % Body cross-section diameter (m)
% Vehicle.In=4.75; % Nose length length (m)
% Vehicle.la=1.75; % Aftersection length (m)
% Vehicle.I=Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In; % Total length (m)
% Vehicle.xc=(2/3*Vehicle.InA2/2+ (Vehicle.In+Vehicle.la/2)*Vehicle.la)/(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2);
% Distance from nose to centroid of body planform area
% Vehicle.xm=3; % Distance from nose to pitching-moment reference
center
% Vehicle.dZ=.125;
% cone-angle = 24.5*pi/180;
% Vehicle.d=9; % Body cross-section diameter (m)
% Vehicle.In=(Vehicle.d/2)/sin(cone angle); % Nose length length (m)
% Vehicle.la=15-Vehicle.In; % Aftersection length (m)
% Vehicle.l=Vehicle.la+Vehicle.ln; % Total length (m)
% Vehicle.xc=(2/3*Vehicle.InA2/2+ (Vehicle.ln+Vehicle.la/2)*Vehicle.la)/(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2);
% Distance from nose to centroid of body planform area
% Vehicle.xm=6.5; % Distance from nose to pitching-moment reference
center
% Vehicle.dZ=.06;
% Vehicle.A=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Cross-sectional (reference) area of cylindrical portion of the
body
% Vehicle.Ab=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Body base area (at x=l)
% Vehicle.Ap=Vehicle.d*(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2); % Planform area
% Vehicle.V=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4*(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/3); % Body volume
%capsule TSH
% Vehicle.1 = 13.8;
% Vehicle.d=14.6;
% Vehicle.mass = 114000;
% shellx = 2.3;
% bodyx = 12.8;
% capx = Vehicle.1;
% bodyT = 14.5*pi/180;
% %capsule Delta IV
% Vehicle.1 = 3.5;
% Vehicle.d=5;
% Vehicle.mass = 10000;
% shellx = .65;
% bodyx = 2.5;
% capx = Vehicle.1;
% bodyT = 20*pi/180;
% %Apollo Capsule
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% Vehicle.l = 3.5;
% Vehicle.d=5;
% Vehicle.mass = 10000;
% shelix = .65;
% bodyx = 3.25;
% capx = Vehicle.1;
% bodyT = 32*pi/1 80;
% % biconic
% biconic = 1;
% Vehicle.1 = 6.5;
% Vehicle.d =5;
% Vehicle.mass = 1;
% shellx = .8;
% conex = 4.8;
% bodyx = 6.5;
% capx = Vehicle.1;
% bodyT = 0*pi/1 80;
% capsule TSH w/o HS
Vehicle.1 = 10.5;
Vehicle.d=13.2;
Vehicle.mass = 85000;
shelix = 0.5;
bodyx = 9.5;
capx = Vehicle.1;
bodyT = 14.5*pi/180;
mesh 1000;
xline = 1:mesh;
xline = xline*Vehicle.1/mesh;
if -biconic
shell = find(xline<=shellx);
body = find((xline>shellx) & (xline<bodyx));
cap = find(xline>=bodyx);
else
shell = find(xline<=shellx);
cone = find((xline>shellx) & (xline<conex));
body = find((xline>conex) & (xline<bodyx));
cap = find(xline>=bodyx);
end
if -biconic
shellR = shellx + ((Vehicle.d/2)A2-shellxA2)/(2*shellx)
zline(shell) = sqrt(shellRA2 - (shellR-xline(shell)).A2);
zline(body) = Vehicle.d/2 - (xline(body)-shellx)*sin(bodyT);
capD = Vehicle.d - 2*(bodyx-shellx)*sin(bodyT);
capR = (capx-bodyx) + ((capD/2)A2-(capx-bodyx).A2)/(2*(capx-bodyx));
zline(cap) = sqrt(capRA2 - (capR-(capx-xline(cap))).A2);
else
shelIR = shellx + ((Vehicle.d/4.17)A2-shelixA2)/(2*shellx);
zline(shell) = sqrt(shellRA2 - (shellR-xline(shell)).A2);
shellz = max(zline(shell));
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zline(cone) = shellz + ((Vehicle.d/2)-shellz)*(xline(cone)-shelix)/(conex-shelIx);
zline(body) = Vehicle.d/2 - (xline(body)-conex)*sin(bodyT);
% capD = Vehicle.d - 2*(bodyx-conex)*sin(bodyT);
% capR = (capx-bodyx) + ((capD/2)A2-(capx-bodyx).A2)/(2*(capx-bodyx));
% zline(cap) = sqrt(capR^2 - (capR-(capx-xline(cap))).^2);
zline(cap) = zeros(1,length(cap));
end
low = (Vehicle.1/mesh)*pi*zline.^2;
high = [low(2:end) 0];
volume = (low+high)/2;
totalV = sum(volume);
mass = (Vehicle.mass/sum(volume)).*volume;
low = 2*(Vehicle.1/mesh)*zline;
high = [low(2:end) 0];
areaP = (low+high)/2;
totalA = sum(areaP);
ar = sum([zline(body) zline(cap)])/(length(zline(body))+length(zline(cap)))
% for i = 1:mesh
% x = (i-1)*Vehicle.l/mesh;
% low = Vehicle.rho*(Vehicle.I/mesh)*pi*min((x*Vehicle.d/(2*Vehicle.In)),Vehicle.d/2)A2;
% high =
Vehicle.rho*(Vehicle./mesh)*pi*min(((x+Vehicle.1/mesh)*Vehicle.d/(2*Vehicle.n)),Vehicle.d/2)2;
% mass(i) = (low+high)/2;
% xind(i) = (x + (x +Vehicle.l/mesh))/2;
% end
% % mass
% % xind
% % N = sum(sum(mass));
% % mass = mass * Vehicle.mass/N;
% % xind.*mass
% Vehicle.mass;
% sum(mass);
% sum(mass.Nehicle.rho);
% % sum(sum(mass))
% % mass.Nehicle.rho;
% % sum(sum(mass./Vehicle.rho))
% % Vehicle.rho;
% mass;
massH20 = 500;
volH20 = massH20/1000;
lenH20 = (.75*volH20)A(1/3);
zavg = sum(zline)/length(zline)
zavg = sum(zline(shell))/length(shell)
xm = sum(xline.*mass)/sum(mass)
zm=(massH2O*(-.75*Vehicle.d/2+lenH20))/(sum(mass)+massH20)
% zm = (extra*Vehicle.d/2 + sum(sum(zind.*mass)))/(extra + sum(sum(mass)));
% zm=0;
% function int-array(Y,X)
% interpiq(X,Y,M,'inear','extrap')
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figure
hold on
plot(xline,zline);
plot(xm,0,'s');
legend('mold line','centroid');
hold off
C.2: Aerodynamic Moment Calculator
function [CA CN Cm Cm2] = aero(alpha,dZ)
%By Francois Strina, 7/8/05
%calculates aerodynamic coefficients for a hypothetical vehicle
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Vehicle model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Geometric parameters
% <ln><---- la ---- >
%
% /| d
% \
% Vehicle.d=5; % Body cross-section diameter (m)
% Vehicle.ln=4.75; % Nose length length (m)
% Vehicle.la=1.75; % Aftersection length (m)
% Vehicle.I=Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In; % Total length (m)
% Vehicle.xc=(2/3*Vehicle.InA2/2+ (Vehicle.In+Vehicle.la/2)*Vehicle.la)/(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2);
% Distance from nose to centroid of body planform area
% Vehicle.xm=3; % Distance from nose to pitching-moment reference
center
% Vehicle.dZ=.125;
front = find(abs(alpha)<=pi/2);
back = find(abs(alpha)>pi/2);
alphap(front) = alpha(front);
alphap(back) = sign(alpha(back))*pi/2 - (alpha(back) - sign(alpha(back))*pi/2);
% alpha
% alphap
% cos(alpha)
% cos(alphap)
% %calibrate
% blunt = 0;
% % alphap=alphap+pi;
% % coneangle = 20*pi/1 80; %Delta IV-H
% % coneangle = 32*pi/1 80; %Apollo
% Vehicle.d=.0381; % Body cross-section diameter (m)
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% Vehicle.ln=3*Vehicle.d; % Nose length length (m)
% Vehicle.la=4*Vehicle.d; % Aftersection length (m)
% Vehicle.l=Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In; % Total length (m)
% Vehicle.xc=(2/3*Vehicle.InA2/2+ (Vehicle.In+Vehicle.la/2)*Vehicle.Ia)/(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.n/2);
% Distance from nose to centroid of body planform area
% Vehicle.xm=3.5*Vehicle.d; % Distance from nose to pitching-moment
reference center
% Vehicle.dZ=0;
% %calibrate 2
% blunt = 0;
% % alphap=alphap+pi;
% % coneangle = 20*pi/180; %Delta IV-H
% % coneangle = 32*pi/180; %Apollo
% Vehicle.d=.0381; % Body cross-section diameter (m)
% Vehicle.In=0*Vehicle.d; % Nose length length (m)
% Vehicle.la=8*Vehicle.d; % Aftersection length (m)
% Vehicle.l=Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In; % Total length (m)
% Vehicle.xc=(2/3*Vehicle.InA2/2+ (Vehicle.ln+Vehicle.la/2)*Vehicle.la)/(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2);
% Distance from nose to centroid of body planform area
% Vehicle.xm=3*Vehicle.d; % Distance from nose to pitching-moment
reference center
% Vehicle.dZ=0;
% %biconic
% blunt = 0;
% cone-angle = 24.5*pi/180;
% Vehicle.d=9; % B
% Vehicle.In=(Vehicle.d/2)/tan(cone angle);
ody cross-section diameter (m)
% Nose length length (m)
% Vehicle.la=15-Vehicle.In; % Aftersection length (m)
% Vehicle.l=Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In; % Total length (m)
% Vehicle.xc=(2/3*Vehicle.InA2/2+ (Vehicle.ln+Vehicle.la/2)*Vehicle.la)/(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2);
% Distance from nose to centroid of body planform area
% Vehicle.xm=6.5; % Distance from nose to pitching-moment reference
center
% Vehicle.dZ=.06;
% %capsule test
% blunt = 1;
% % alphap=alphap+pi;
% cone-angle = 20*pi/180;
% % coneangle = 32*pi/1 80;
% Vehicle.d=14;
%Delta IV-H
%Apollo
% Body cross-section diameter (m)
% Vehicle.In=(Vehicle.d/2)/tan(cone angle); % Nose length length (m)
% Vehicle.la=1; % Aftersection length (m)
% Vehicle.l=Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In; % Total length (m)
% Vehicle.xc=(2/3*Vehicle.InA2/2+ (Vehicle.ln+Vehicle.la/2)*Vehicle.la)/(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2);
% Distance from nose to centroid of body planform area
% Vehicle.xm=Vehicle.1-3.5; % Distance from nose to pitching-moment
reference center
% Vehicle.dZ=.26;
% %calibrate flat nosed cylinder
% blunt = 0;
% % alphap=alphap+pi;
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% % coneangle = 20*pi/180;
% % coneangle = 32*pi/180;
% Vehicle.thetac = 0;
% bfact = 1;
% Vehicle.d=.0381; % Body cross-section diameter (m)
% Vehicle.ln=0; % Nose length length (m)
% Vehicle.la=6*Vehicle.d; % Aftersection length (m)
% Vehicle.l=Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In; % Total length (m)
% Vehicle.xc=(2/3*Vehicle.InA2/2+ (Vehicle.ln+Vehicle.la/2)*Vehicle.la)/(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2);
% Distance from nose to centroid of body planform area
% Vehicle.xm=3*Vehicle.d; % Distance from nose to pitching-moment
reference center
% Vehicle.dZ=0;
% M=2.86
% Vehicle.xc
% Vehicle.1/2
% Vehicle.A=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Cross-sectional (reference) area of cylindrical portion of the
body
% Vehicle.Ab=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Body base area (at x=1)
% Vehicle.Ap=Vehicle.d*(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/2); % Planform area
% Vehicle.V=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4*(Vehicle.la+Vehicle.In/3) % Body volume
%capsule TSH w/o heat shield
Vehicle.theta c=14.5*pi/180; % Cone half-angle
Vehicle.d=13.2;
Vehicle.] = 10.5;
Vehicle.A=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Cross-sectional (reference) area of cylindrical portion of the
body
Vehicle.Ab=1 .15*pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Body base area (at x=l)
Vehicle.V=923.4343;
Vehicle.Ap=1 08.7643;
bfact = .686;
Vehicle.xc=Vehicle.1 - 4.4133;
% Vehicle.A=Vehicle.A/1.6
Vehicle.xm=Vehicle.1-3;
Vehicle.dZ=dZ;
M=3.5;
% %capsule TSH
% Vehicle.thetac=14.5*pi/180;
% Vehicle.d = 14.6;
% Vehicle.1 = 13.8;
% Vehicle.A=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Cross-sectional (reference) area of cylindrical portion of the
body
% Vehicle.Ab=1.15*pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Body base area (at x=l)
% Vehicle.V=1434.5;
% Vehicle.Ap=154.79;
% bfact = .695;
% Vehicle.xc=Vehicle.l - 6.2094;
% % Vehicle.A=Vehicle.A/1.6
% Vehicle.xm=Vehicle.l-5.3;
% Vehicle.dZ=.014;
% M=20;
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%capsule CEV
Vehicle.theta c=20*pi/1 80; % Cone half-angle
Vehicle.d = 4.8;
Vehicle.1 = 3.5;
Vehicle.A=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Cross-sectional (reference) area of cylindrical portion of the
dy
% Vehicle.A=1.1*Vehicle.A; % varying radius correction
Vehicle.Ab=pi*Vehicle.dA2/4; % Body base area (at x=l)
Vehicle.Ab=1.15*Vehicle.Ab; % varying radius correction
Vehicle.V=36.9164;
Vehicle.Ap=12.3242;
bfact = .695; %boattail correction factor
%/
bc
A=Vehicle.A; Ab=Vehicle.Ab; Ap=Vehicle.Ap; V=Vehicle.V; d=Vehicle.d; I=Vehicle.l;
xm=Vehicle.xm; xc=Vehicle.xc;
thetac=Vehicle.thetac; % Cone half-angle
% C_d_n=1.2; % Crossflow drag coefficient (see "Prediction of static aerodynamic
characteristics for
Mn = M*sin(alpha); %crosslow mach number
hyp = find(abs(Mn)>6.7);
sup = find((abs(Mn)>1.5) & (abs(Mn)<6.7));
trans = find((abs(Mn)>.8) & (abs(Mn)<1.5));
sub = find(abs(Mn)<.8);
C_d_n(hyp) = sign(sin(alpha(hyp))).*1.255;
C_d_n(sup)=sign(sin(alpha(sup))).*(-0.0026*abs(Mn(sup)).A3 + 0.0483*abs(Mn(sup)).A2 -
0.2963*abs(Mn(sup)).A1 + 1.8507);
C-d_n(trans)=sign(sin(alpha(trans))).*(1.5 + .6*(-((abs(Mn(trans))-1.15)/.35).^2 + 1));
C-d_n(sub)=sign(sin(alpha(sub))).*(1.5*(Mn(sub)./.8).A2);
% space-shuttle-like and other bodies at a-o-f from Odeg to 180deg" by L.H.Jorgensen)
if M > 5
etha=1; %crossflow drag proportionality factor=1 for supersonic and hypersonic (see p7)
else
etha = min(1,0.0159*log(Vehicle.l/Vehicle.d) + 0.9657);
end
% thetac=atan(Vehicle.d/(2*Vehicle.n)); % Cone half-angle
gamma=1.4; % ratio of specific heats
% Compute C_A_ref
% Wave or pressure distribution for alpha=0 (forward facing conical-nosed body)
C_A_W=4*sin(theta-c)*(2.5+8*sqrt(M2-1 )*sin(theta-c))/(1 +1 6*sqrt(MA2-1)*sin(thetac));
% Base presssure contribution C_A_B
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Vehicle.xc=Vehicle.1 - 1.5162;
Vehicle.xm=Vehicle.l - 1.5;
Vehicle.dZ=.0250
M=20; % Mach number
CAB=-2/(gamma*MA2)*((2/(gamma+1))A1 .4*(1 /M)A2.8*((2*gamma*MA2-
gamma+1)/(gamma+1))-1); % Base pressure contribution
C_A_ref0=C_A_W+C_A_B;
C_A_refl80=C_A_ref180(M,Vehicle);
% drag fudge factor from calibration to NASA TN D-6996 results
C_A_refO=CA refO*(1.8/2.3);
C_A_ref1 80=C_A_ref1 80*(1.75/1.85);
C A ref(front)=CA refO;
C_Aref(back)=-CA-ref1 80;
C_N=Ab/A*sin(2*alphap).*cos(alphap./2) + etha.*Cd_n.*Ap./A.*sin(alphap).^2;
% figure
% plot(alpha,Ab/A*sin(2*alphap).*cos(alphap./2),'k',alphaetha. *C_dn.*Ap./A.*sin(alphap).^2,'b')
% grid on
% plot(alphap,CAref)
C_A=C_A_ref.*cos(alphap).^2;
alpha
alphap
C_A_ref180
C_A_refO
% pause
C_m=(V-Ab*(1-xm))/(A*d)*sin(2*alphap).*cos(alphap./2) + etha.*C_d_n.*Ap./A.*(xm-
xc)./d.*sin(alphap).A2;
Vehicle.xac = Vehicle.] - Vehicle.V/Vehicle.Ab;
C_m2 = Cm-CA*Vehicle.dZ;
C_A=CA*bfact;
% Cd = C_A.*cos(alpha) + CN.*sin(alpha)
% Cl = -CA.*sin(alpha) + CN.*cos(alpha)
Cd(front) = C A(front).*cos(alphap(front)) + C_N(front).*sin(alphap(front));
CI(front) = -CA(front).*sin(alphap(front)) + CN(front).*cos(alphap(front));
Cd(back) = -C A(back).*cos(alphap(back)) + C_N(back).*sin(alphap(back));
CI(back) = -CA(back).*sin(alphap(back)) - C_N(back).*cos(alphap(back));
Cd=Cd;
Cl;
figure
alpha = alpha*180/pi;
plot(alpha,Cm,'k',alpha,Cm2,'g',alpha,C./Cd,'r',alpha,gradient(C_m2,alpha),'m')
grid on
figure
plot(alpha,CA,'k',alpha,CN,'b')
grid on
figure
plot(alpha,Cd,'k',alpha,CI,'b')
grid on
%rotate for capsule to make blunt side first
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len = length(alpha);
mid = ceil(len/2);
% alpha = [alpha(mid:len) alpha(2:mid)];
% % [mid:len 2:mid]
% CA = [CA(mid:len) CA(2:mid)];
% CN = [CN(mid:len) CN(2:mid)];
% C-m = [Cm(mid:len) Cm(2:mid)];
% Cm2 = [Cm2(mid:len) Cm2(2:mid)];
% Cl = [CI(mid:len) CI(2:mid)];
% Cd = [Cd(mid:len) Cd(2:mid)];
C_A = [CA(l:mid) CA(mid+2:len)];
CN = [CN(1:mid) CN(mid+2:len)];
C_m = [Cm(1:mid) C_m(mid+2:len)];
C_m2 = [Cm2(1:mid) Cm2(mid+2:len)];
Cl = [CI(1:mid) CI(mid+2:len)];
Cd = [Cd(1:mid) Cd(mid+2:len)];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Compute values of axial-force coefficient at alpha=1 80deg
% see p8 of "Prediction of static aerodynamic characteristics for
% space-shuttle-like and other bodies at a-o-f from Odeg to 180deg" by L.H.Jorgensen
% CA= C_A_W + C_A_SF + C_A_B
function out=C_A_ref 1 80(X,Vehicle)
% global Vehicle
% thetac=atan(Vehicle.d/(2*Vehicle.n)); % Cone half-angle
thetac=Vehicle.theta_c;
%M=norm(X(1:3))/240; % Mach number: c (velocity of sound) can be more precised
M=X;
gamma=1.4; % ratio of specific heats (TO BE CHANGED)
% Wave or pressure distribution for alpha=180 (flat-faced nose or flat base forward)
x=[1.1 1.25 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 6 7 8 9 10];
y=[1.34 1.44 1.54 1.655 1.72 1.75 1.775 1.79 1.8 1.81 1.82 1.825 1.825 1.83 1.83];
C_A_W=interpl (x,y,M,'linear','extrap');
% Base presssure contribution C_A_B
CAB=-2/(gamma*MA2)*((2/(gamma+1 ))A1 .4*(1 /M)A2.8*((2*gamma*MA2-
gamma+1)/(gamma+1))-1); % Base pressure contribution
out=C_A_W+C_A_B;
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Appendix D: Fuel Optimal Trajectory Code
D.1: Moon Trajectory Optimizer
% function [Xf, error, MfMi, deltaV] = MarsDescentOPT(TM)
function [out Xf] = MoonDescentOPT(TM,Dr,Dv)
opts = optimset('fminunc');
optimset(opts,'MaxFunEvals',2500);
% XO = [.4;.1;50;-50;1;85];
% XO = [-5.2673; 0.0416; 60.5270; -54.8419; 12.6844; 49.4438];
% XO = [.l;.5;30;-30;2;125]; % .75 < T/W < 1.1
% XO = [-.05;.5;25;-35;2;80]; % T/W > 1.1
% XO = [-.5;.5;20;-40;6;130]; % high L/D
% XO = [-l;.5;-30;-50;5;l15]; %.8 T/M
XO = [-1.9;.4;-33;-47.5;10;335]; %.65T/M
% XO = [-1.5;.4;-30;-50;9;100];
% XO = [-1.5;.4;-15;-50;9;110];
% XO = [.0004; 0; .3; .0962; 0; 395];
XO = [-1.9;.4;-33;-20;10;450]; %.65T/M
XO = [-3;0;-30;-20;.5;275]; %.65T/M
% XO = [ -0.2456 %.7 T/M
% 0.3967
% -15.7424
% -52.2495
% 2.8350
% 189.8925];
X0 =[
-0.2010
0.0174
-3.9055
-103.4632
4.5225
451.1226]
disp('optimizing simplified model:')
report = 2;
Xf = fminunc(@(x) MoonDescentFUN(x,TM,Dr,Dv,report),XO,opts)
report = 1;
out = MoonDescentFUN(Xf,TM,Dr,Dv,report);
% error = out(1);
% MfMi = out(2);
% deltaV = out(3);
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D.2: Moon Trajectory Function Evaluator
function out = MoonDescentFUN(In,TM,Dr,Dv,report)
%define constants
G=6.673 * 10A-11; %m3 kg-1 s-2
Mm=7.36 *10A22; % kg
R=1737400; %m
g0=1.62; %m s-2
gE=9.81; %m s-2
mu = G*Mm;
%initial conditions
Mi = 70000;
Ra = 100e3+R;
Rp = 17.529e3+R;
Vp = sqrt(2*mu*Ra/(Rp*(Ra+Rp)));
Vi =Vp;
gamma = 0;
Ri = Rp;
TMi=TM;
TMi = TMi*gE;
T = TMi*Mi;
Isp = 311; %LOX/methane
% Isp = 330; %GA Tech
%initial x vector
Xi = [Ri 0 Vi*sin(gamma) Vi*cos(gamma) Mi]';
%initial condition and final time guesses
tfi = In(6);
Pi = ln(1:5);
payload = Mi - tfi * T/(Isp*9.81);
if payload < 0
fprintf(')|_|AA .4$$\n');
out = 9999999;
return;
end
%integrate x and p from t=0 to t=tf
%first choose a step size
tf=tfi;
n=64;
dt = tf/n;
Pi;
tf;
[X, P] = RKsolve3(Xi, Pi, gO, R, T, Isp, dt,n);
%evaluate against constraints
switch report
case 0
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out MoonEVAL(atan2(P(3,:),P(4,:)), TMi/gE, Dr, Dv, [0;0;0;0;0;tf], report);
case 1
u = atan2(P(3,:),P(4,:));
w = constraints3(X(:,n+1), P(:,n+1), gO, R, Dr, Dv, T, Isp, payload);
w
error = sqrt(sum(w.A2));
if any(isnan(w))
error = 999999;
end
error
out = error;
MfMiO = exp(-Vi/(Isp*gE));
MfMi = payload/Mi;
MfMi
deltaV = log(MfMi)*(-Isp*gE);
deltaV
time = O:n;
time = dt*time;
figure(5)
plot(time,X(1,:)-R);
title('altitude vs. time')
figure(6)
plot(time,sqrt(X(3, :).A2 + X(4, :).A2));
title('velocity versus time')
% for i = 1:length(time)
% alpha = atan2(P(3,i),P(4,i)) - pi;
% % alpha = -alpha;
% Ly = [cos(alpha) 0 -sin(alpha); 0 1 0 ; sin(alpha) 0 cos(alpha)];
% Vv = [X(4,i);0;X(3,i)];
% Vb(:,i) = -Ly*Vv;
% end
figure(7)
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(time,X(3,:));
title('radial velocity versus time')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('radial velocity (m/s)')
% figure(8)
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(time,X(4,:));
title('circumferential velocity versus time')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('circumferential velocity (m/s)')
figure(9)
plot(time,u*180/pi);
title('thrust angle from local horizontal versus time')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('thrust angle (deg from horizontal)')
figure(1 0)
hold on
T1 = 0:pi/100:2*pi;
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R1 = R*ones(1,length(T1 ))/1000;
T2 (-X(2,:) + pi/2);
R2 X(1,:)/1 000;
[Xl,Y1] = pol2cart(T1,R1);
[X2,Y2] = pol2cart(T2,R2);
plot(X1,Y1,'k',X2,Y2,'b');
xlabel('kilometers');
ylabel('kilometers');
legend('Moon Surface','Descent Trajectory');
axis([-50 450 1500 2000]);
hold off
case 2
w = constraints3(X(:,n+1), P(:,n+1), gO, R, Dr, Dv, T, Isp, payload);
% w
error = sqrt(sum(w.A2));
if any(isnan(w))
error = 999999;
end
out = error;
end
D.3: Mars Trajectory Optimizer
% function [Xf, error, MfMi, deltaV] = MarsDescentOPT(TM)
function [out Xf] = MarsDescentOPT2(TM,Dr,Dv)
opts = optimset('fminunc');
optimset(opts,'MaxFunEvals',2500);
% XO = [.4;.1;50;-50;1;85];
% XO = [-5.2673; 0.0416; 60.5270; -54.8419; 12.6844; 49.4438];
% XO = [.1;.5;30;-30;2;125]; % .75 < T/W < 1.1
% XO = [-.05;.5;25;-35;2;80]; % T/W > 1.1
% XO = [-.5;.5;20;-40;6;130]; % high L/D
XO = [-1;.5;-30;-50;5;1 15]; %.8 T/M
% XO = [-1.9;.4;-33;-47.5;10;129]; %.65T/M
% XO = [-1.5;.4;-30;-50;9;100];
% XO = [-1.5;.4;-15;-50;9;110];
disp('optimizing simplified model:')
report = 2;
Xf = fminunc(@(x) MarsDescentFUN(x,TM, Dr,Dv,report),XO,opts)
report = 1;
out = MarsDescentFUN(Xf,TM,Dr,Dv,report);
disp('optimizing complex model:')
report = 0;
Xf = fminunc(@(x) MarsDescentFUN(x,TM,Dr,Dv,report),Xf,opts)
disp('displaying results:')
report = 1;
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close all
out = MarsDescentFUN(Xf,TM,Dr,Dv,report);
% error = out(1);
% MfMi = out(2);
% deltaV = out(3);
D.4: Mars Trajectory Function Evaluator
% function out = MarsDescentFUN(In,TMi,report)
function out = MarsDescentFUN(In,TM,Dr, Dv,report)
%define constants
G=6.673 * 10^-11; %m3 kg-1 s-2
Mm=6.42 * 10^23; % kg
R=3402500; %m
gO=3.70; %m s-2
gE=9.81; %m s-2
%initial conditions
Mi = 70000;
Vi = 927; %70 ton initial entry mass
Vi = 945; %100 ton initial entry mass
gamma = -3.08*pi/180; %70T
gamma = -2.58*pi/1 80; %100T
Ri = R + 12788; %70T
Ri= R +8931; %100T
TMi=TM;
TMi = TMi*gE;
T = TMi*Mi;
Isp = 375; %LOX/methane
% Isp = 330; %GA Tech
%initial x vector
Xi = [Ri 0 Vi*sin(gamma) Vi*cos(gamma) Mi]';
%initial condition and final time guesses
tfi = In(6);
Pi = In(1:5);
payload = Mi - tfi * T/(Isp*9.81);
if payload < 0
fprintf('l)_|AA .4$$\n');
out = 9999999;
return;
end
%integrate x and p from t=0 to t=tf
%first choose a step size
tf=tfi;
n=64;
dt = tf/n;
Pi;
tf;
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[X, P] = RKsolve3(Xi, Pi, gO, R, T, Isp, dt,n);
%evaluate against constraints
switch report
case {0, 1}
out = profileEVAL(atan2(P(3,:),P(4,:)), TMi/gE, Dr, Dv, [0;0;0;0;0;tf], report);
case 2
w = constraints3(X(:,n+l), P(:,n+l), gO, R, Dr, Dv, T, Isp, payload);
error = sqrt(sum(w.A2));
if any(isnan(w))
error = 999999;
end
out = error;
end
D.5: Mars Trajectory Evaluator With Proper Aerodynamics
function out = profileEVAL(u, TMi, Dr, Dv, In, report)
for i = 1:length(u)
if u(i) > 2*pi
u(i) = u(i)-2*pi;
end
if u(i) < 0
u(i) = u(i)+2*pi;
end
end
%define constants
G=6.673 * 1OA11; %m3 kg-1 s-2
Mm=6.42 * 10A23; % kg
R=3402500; %m
gO=3.70; %m s-2
gE=9.81; %m s-2
%initial conditions
Mi = 70000;
Vi 927; %70 ton initial entry mass
Vi = 945; %100 ton initial entry mass
gamma = -3.08*pi/180; %70T
gamma = -2.58*pi/180; %100T
Ri = R + 12788; %70T
Ri = R + 8931; %100T
TMi = TMi*gE;
T = TMi*Mi;
Isp = 375;
% Isp = 330; %GA Tech
%initial x vector
Xi = [Ri 0 Vi*sin(gamma) Vi*cos(gamma) Mi]';
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%initial condition and final time guesses
tfi = In(6);
Pi = In(1:5);
payload = Mi - tfi * T/(Isp*9.81);
if payload <0
fprintf('l)_IAAI .4$$\n');
out = 9999999;
return;
end
%integrate x and p from t=0 to t=tf
%first choose a step size
tf=tfi;
n=64;
dt =tf/n;
[X, P] = RKsolveLOC(Xi, u, gO, R, T, Isp, dt,n);
%evaluate against constraints
w = constraintsLOC(X(:,n+1), u, gO, R, Dr, Dv, T, Isp, payload);
error = sqrt(sum(w.A2));
if any(isnan(w))
error = 999999;
end
out = 9999999;
if report
ifreport== 1
close all
% w
% X(1,n+1)-R
% X(2:5,n+1)
% pause
end
error
w
MfMiO = exp(-Vi/(Isp*gE));
MfMi = payload/Mi;
MfMi
deltaV = log(MfMi)*(-Isp*gE);
deltaV
time = O:n;
time = dt*time;
figure(5)
plot(time,X(1,:)-R);
title('altitude vs. time')
figure(6)
plot(time,sqrt(X(3, :).A2 + X(4, :).A2));
title('velocity versus time')
% for i = 1:length(time)
% alpha = atan2(P(3,i),P(4,i)) - pi;
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% % alpha = -alpha;
% Ly = [cos(alpha) 0 -sin(alpha); 0 1 0 ; sin(alpha) 0 cos(alpha)];
% Vv = [X(4,i);0;X(3,i)];
% Vb(:,i) = -Ly*Vv;
% end
figure(7)
plot(time,X(3,:));
title('radial velocity versus time')
figure(8)
plot(time,X(4,:));
title('circumferential velocity versus time')
% figure(9)
% plot(time,Vb(3,:));
% figure(10)
% plot(time,Vb(1,:));
figure(9)
% atan2(P(3,:),P(4,:));
% atan2(X(3,:),X(4,:));
aa = (u-pi) - atan2(X(3,:),X(4,:)); %angle of attack
u';
for i=1:length(aa)
if aa(i) < -pi
aa(i)=aa(i)+2*pi;
end
end
plot(time,aa*180/pi);
title('angle of attack versus time')
[CA CN C m] = aero(aa);
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('angle of attack (deg)')
figure(10)
plot(time,C-m);
title('rotational aerodynamic coefficients')
figure(1 1)
plot(time,CA,time,CN);
title('translational aerodynamic coefficients [A N]')
Cd = C_A.*cos(aa) + CN.*sin(aa);
Cl = -C_A.*sin(aa) + CN.*cos(aa);
figure(1 2)
plot(time,Cd,time,CI);
title('translational aerodynamic coefficients [D L]')
% fpa = atan2(X(3,:),X(4,:);
% x3D= .5*Cd*rho*A*VA2*sin(fpa)/x(5);
% x4D =.5*Cd*rho*A*VA2*cos(fpa)/x(5);
% x3L= .5*Cd*LD*rho*A*VA2*sin(pi/2+fpa)/x(5);
% x4L = .5*Cd*LD*rho*A*VA2*cos(pi/2+fpa)/x(5);
figure(1 3)
plot(time,u*180/pi);
title('thrust angle from local horizontal versus time')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('thrust angle (deg from horizontal)')
% figure(12)
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% plot(time,X(5,:));
clear out
% out(1 )=error;
% out(2)=MfMi;
% out(3)=deltaV;
out(:,1) = time';
out(:,2) = u;
for i=1:13
out(i,2)=out(i,2)+2*pi;
end
figure(14)
hold on
T1 = 0:pi/100:2*pi;
R1 = R*ones(1,length(T1 ))/1000;
T2 = (-X(2,:) + pi/2);
R2 = X(1,:)/1000;
[X1,Y1] = pol2cart(T1,R1);
[X2,Y2] = pol2cart(T2,R2);
X2(1)
Y2(1)
plot(X1,Y1,'r',X2,Y2,'b');
xlabel('kilometers');
ylabel('kilometers');
legend('Mars Surface','Descent Trajectory');
axis([-2.5 32.5 R/1000-5 R/1000+30]);
hold off
figure(1 5)
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(time,X(3,:));
title('radial velocity versus time')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('radial velocity (m/s)')
% figure(8)
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(time,X(4,:));
title('circumferential velocity versus time')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('circumferential velocity (m/s)')
figure(1 6)
for i = 1:length(X(1,:))
if X(1,i) < R+7000
Tatm = -31 - .000998 * (X(1,i)-R);
dTatm = -.000998;
P = .699 * exp(-.00009 * (X(1,i)-R));
dP = .699*-.00009*exp(-.00009 * (X(1,i)-R));
else
Tatm = -23.4- .00222 * (X(1,i)-R);
dTatm = -.00222;
P = .699 * exp (-.00009 * (X(1,i)-R));
dP = .699*-.00009*exp(-.00009 * (X(1,i)-R));
end
rho(i) = P/ (.1921 * (Tatm + 273.1));
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end
V = sqrt(X(3).^2 + X(4).A2);
q = .5*rho.*V. 2;
d = 7.5;
A = 176.7146;
moment = Cm.*q*A*d;
plot(time,moment)
title('aerodynamic moment vs. time')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('aerodynamic moment (N-m)')
totalM(1) = 0;
for i = 2:length(time)
totalM(i) = totalM(i-1) + (time(i)-time(i-1))*abs(moment(i)+moment(i-1))/2;
end
figure(1 7)
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(time,(moment*2/d))
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('RCS thrust needed (N)')
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(time,(totalM*2/d)/(375*9.81))
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('RCS fuel expended (kg)')
else
out = error;
end
end
function [x, p] = RKsolveLOC(xi, u, gO, R, T, Isp, dt, n)
%finds x and p at the next step in time using
%a multi-variable runge-kutta scheme
t=0;
x=xi;
p=u;
for h=2:n+1,
%1
[xk(:,1) pk(:,1)] = scsevalLOC(t, x(:,h-1), u(h-1), gO, R, T, Isp);
%2
xt=x(:,h-1) + xk(:,1)*dt/2;
% pt=p(:,h-1) + pk(:,1)*dt/2;
[xk(:,2) pk(:,2)] = scsevalLOC(t+dt/2, xt, (u(h-1)+u(h))/2, gO, R, T, Isp);
%3
xt=x(:,h-1) + xk(:,2)*dt/2;
% pt=p(:,h-1) + pk(:,2)*dt/2;
[xk(:,3) pk(:,3)] = scsevalLOC(t+dt/2, xt, (u(h-1)+u(h))/2, gO, R, T, Isp);
%4
xt=x(:,h-1) + xk(:,3)*dt;
% pt=p(:,h-1) + pk(:,3)*dt;
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[xk(:,4) pk(:,4)] = scsevalLOC(t+dt, xt, u(h), gO, R, T, Isp);
%final
xk(:,2)=2*xk(:,2);
xk(:,3)=2*xk(:,3);
x(:,h) = x(:,h-1) + (dt/6)*sum(xk')';
% pk(:,2)=2*pk(:,2);
% pk(:,3)=2*pk(:,3);
% p(:,h) = p(:,h-1) + (dt/6)*sum(pk')';
t=t+dt;
end
function [xk, pk] = scsevalLOC(t, x, u, gO, R, T, Isp)
warning('off','all');
%constant Cd, L/D, A
% Cd = 1.7; %drag coefficient
% LD = 0.15; %L/D ratio
% A = 63.62; %mA2
A = 176.7146; %15m diameter capsule
%Cd L/D varying with angle of attack at Mach 4
% rho = .02;
% drho = 0.001;
if x(1) < R+7000
Tatm = -31 - .000998 * (x(1)-R);
dTatm = -.000998;
P = .699 * exp(-.00009 * (x(1)-R));
dP = .699*-.00009*exp(-.00009 * (x(1)-R));
else
Tatm = -23.4 - .00222 * (x(1)-R);
dTatm = -.00222;
P = .699 * exp (-.00009 * (x(1)-R));
dP =.699*-.00009*exp(-.00009 * (x(1)-R));
end
rho = P /(.1921 * (Tatm + 273. 1));
drho = dP/(.1921*(Tatm + 273.1)) - (P/.1921)*dTatm*(Tatm+273.1 )A(-2);
V = sqrt(x(3)^2 + x(4)A2);
fpa = atan2(x(3),x(4));
% alpha = mod(u-pi-fpa,2*pi); %angle of attack
% if alpha > pi/2
% alpha = alpha - pi;
% end
% if alpha < -pi/2
% alpha = alpha + pi;
% end
alpha = (u-pi) - fpa; %angle of attack
for i=1:length(alpha)
if alpha(i) < -pi
alpha(i)=alpha(i)+2*pi;
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end
% if alpha(i) < -pi/2
% alpha(i)=alpha(i)+pi;
% end
% if alpha(i) > pi/2
% alpha(i)=alpha(i)-pi;
% end
end
%Calculate Cd, L/D
[CA CN C m] = aero(alpha);
Cd C_A*cos(alpha) + CN*sin(alpha);
Cl -CA*sin(alpha) + CN*cos(alpha);
LD = CI/Cd;
% if abs(alpha) < 0.2
% Cd = 1.69;
% dCddu = 0;
% else
% Cd = 1.69 + 1.78*(alpha-0.2)A2;
% dCddu = 3.56*(alpha-0.2);
% end
% LD = .71*alpha;
% dLDdu = .71;
% alpha
% Cd
% LD
x3D= .5*Cd*rho*A*VA2*sin(fpa)/x(5);
x4D =.5*Cd*rho*A*VA2*cos(fpa)/x(5);
x3L= .5*Cd*LD*rho*A*VA2*sin(pi/2+fpa)/x(5);
x4L = .5*Cd*LD*rho*A*VA2*cos(pi/2+fpa)/x(5);
% %use trig to find sin(atan(y/x)), take derivative w/r y&x
% dx3Ddx3 = (x(3)A2N + V) * .5*Cd*rho*A/x(5);
% dx4Ddx3 = (x(3)*x(4)N) * .5*Cd*rho*A/x(5);
% dx3Ldx3 = (x(3)*x(4)N) * .5*Cd*LD*rho*A/x(5);
% dx4Ldx3 = (x(3)A2N + V) * .5*Cd*LD*rho*A/x(5);
% dx3Ddx4 = (x(3)*x(4)N) *.5*Cd*rho*Nx(5);
% dx4Ddx4 = (x(4)A2N + V) * .5*Cd*rho*A/x(5);
% dx3Ldx4 = (x(4)A2N + V) * .5*Cd*LD*rho*A/x(5);
% dx4Ldx4 = (x(3)*x(4)N) * .5*Cd*LD*rho*A/x(5);
sinu = sin(u);
cosu cos(u);
xk(1) = x(3);
xk(2) = x(4)/x(1);
% xk(3) = x(4)A2/x(1) - gO*RA2/x(1 )A2 + T*sinu/x(5) - sign(x(3))*.5*Cd*rho*A*x(3)A2/x(5);
xk(3) = x(4)A2/x(1) - gO*RA2/x(1 )A2 + T*sinu/x(5) - x3D + x3L;
% xk(4) = -x(3)*x(4)/x(1) + T*cosu/x(5) - sign(x(4))*.5*Cd*rho*A*x(4)A2/x(5);
xk(4) = -x(3)*x(4)/x(1) + T*cosu/x(5) - x4D + x4L;
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xk(5) = -T/(Isp*9.81);
pk = 0;
xk=xk';
pk=pk';
end
end
function w = constraintsLOC(xf, u, gO, R, Dr, Dv, T, Isp, payload)
%evaluates the final constraints on the system
%in this case, for the time minmizing case to LLO at D
% w(1) = xf(1) - (R + D);
% w(2) = 0;
% w(3) = xf(3) + 50;
% w(4) = xf(4) - 0;
% w(5) = xf(5) - payload;
% w(1) = xf(1) - (R);
% w(2) = 0;
% w(3) = xf(3) + 0;
% w(4) = xf(4) - 0;
% w(5) = xf(5) - payload;
w(1) = xf(1) - (R + Dr);
w(2) = 0;
w(3) = xf(3) + Dv(1);
w(4) = xf(4) + Dv(2);
w(5) = xf(5) - payload;
end
D.6: Mars Trajectory Dynamics
With Constant Aerodynamic Coefficients
function [xk, pk] = scseval3(t, x, p, gO, R, T, Isp)
%constant Cd, L/D, A
Cd = 1.7186; %drag coefficient
% Cd = 0;
LD = 0.2; %L/D ratio
% A = 63.62; %mA2 base area of a 9m diameter cylinder
A = 176.7146; %15m diameter capsule
%Calculate atmospheric density, derivative of density w/r altitude
if x(1) < R+7000
Tatm = -31 - .000998 * (x(1)-R);
dTatm = -.000998;
P = .699 * exp(-.00009 * (x(1)-R));
dP =.699*-.00009*exp(-.00009 * (x(1)-R));
else
Tatm = -23.4 - .00222 * (x(1)-R);
dTatm = -.00222;
P = .699 * exp (-.00009 * (x(1)-R));
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dP = .699*-.00009*exp(-.00009 * (x(1)-R));
end
rho = P/ (.1921 * (Tatm + 273.1));
drho = dP/(.1921*(Tatm + 273.1)) - (P/.1921)*dTatm*(Tatm+273.1 )A(-2);
%vehicle velocity and flight path angle
V = sqrt(x(3)^ 2 + x(4)A2);
fpa = atan2(x(3),x(4));
%lift and drag in radial and circumferential directions
x3D= .5*Cd*rho*A*VA2*sin(fpa)/x(5);
x4D =.5*Cd*rho*A*VA2*cos(fpa)/x(5);
x3L= .5*Cd*LD*rho*A*VA2*sin(pi/2+fpa)/x(5);
x4L = .5*Cd*LD*rho*A*VA2*cos(pi/2+fpa)/x(5);
%use trig to find sin(atan(y/x)), take derivative w/r y&x
dx3Ddx3 = (x(3)A2N + V) * .5*Cd*rho*A/x(5);
dx4Ddx3 = (x(3)*x(4)N) * .5*Cd*rho*A/x(5);
dx3Ldx3 = (x(3)*x(4)N) * .5*Cd*LD*rho*A/x(5);
dx4Ldx3 = (x(3)A2N + V) * .5*Cd*LD*rho*A/x(5);
dx3Ddx4 = (x(3)*x(4)N) * .5*Cd*rho*A/x(5);
dx4Ddx4 = (x(4)A2N + V) * .5*Cd*rho*A/x(5);
dx3Ldx4 = (x(4)A2N + V) * .5*Cd*LD*rho*A/x(5);
dx4Ldx4 = (x(3)*x(4)N) * .5*Cd*LD*rho*A/x(5);
%thrust angle
sinu = p(3)/sqrt(p(3)A2 + p(4)A2);
cosu p(4)/sqrt(p(3)A2 + p(4)A2);
%state equations
%1 = R, 2 = theta, 3 = Rdot, 4 = R*thetadot, 5 = M
xk(1) = x(3);
xk(2) = x(4)/x(1);
xk(3) = x(4)A2/x(1) - gO*RA2/x(1 )A2 + T*sinu/x(5) - x3D + x3L;
xk(4) = -x(3)*x(4)/x(1) + T*cosu/x(5) - x4D + x4L;
xk(5) = -T/(Isp*9.81);
%costate equations = partial H / partial x
pk(1) = p(2)*x(4)/x(1 )A2 + p(3)*((x(4)/x(1 ))A2 - 2*gO*RA2/x(1 )A3);
pk(1) = pk(1) - p(4)*x(3)*x(4)/x(1)A2;
pk(1) = pk(1) + (drho/rho)*(p(3)*x3D - p(3)*x3L + p(4)*x4D - p(4)*x4L);
pk(2) = 0;
pk(3) = -p(1) + p(4)*x(4)/x(1) ...
+ p(3)*dx3Ddx3 - p(3)*dx3Ldx3 + p(4)*dx4Ddx3 - p(4)*dx4Ldx3;
pk(4) = -p(2)/x(1) - 2*p(3)*x(4)/x(1) + p(4)*x(3)/x(1) ...
+ p(3)*dx3Ddx4 - p(3)*dx3Ldx4 + p(4)*dx4Ddx4 - p(4)*dx4Ldx4;
pk(5) = (p(3)*sinu + p(4)*cosu)*T/(x(5)A2);
pk(5) = pk(5) - p(3)*x3D/x(5) + p(3)*x3L/x(5) - p(4)*x4D/x(5) + p(4)*x4L/x(5);
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xk=xk';
pk=pk';
D.7: Trajectory Constraints
With Constant Aerodynamic Coefficients
function w = constraints3(xf, pf, gO, R, Dr, Dv, T, Isp, payload)
%evaluates the final constraints on the system
%in this case, for the time minmizing case to LLO at D
%note, removed original w(2) since zeros caused jacobian problems
Cd = 1.7186; %drag coefficient
LD = 0.; %L/D ratio
% A = 63.62; %mA2 base area of a 9m diameter cylinder
A = 176.7146; %15m diameter capsule
%calculate atmospheric density
if xf(1) < R+7000
Tatm = -31 - .000998 * (xf(1)-R);
% dTatm = -.000998;
P = .699 * exp(-.00009 * (xf(1)-R));
% dP = .699*-.00009*exp(-.00009 * (xf(1)-R));
else
Tatm = -23.4 - .00222 * (xf(1)-R);
% dTatm = -.00222;
P = .699 * exp (-.00009 * (xf(1)-R));
% dP = .699*-.00009*exp(-.00009 * (xf(1)-R));
end
rho = P/(.1921 * (Tatm + 273.1));
% drho = dP/(.1921*(Tatm + 273.1)) - (P/.1921)*dTatm*(Tatm+273.1)A(-2);
%vehicle velocity, flight path angle
V = sqrt(xf(3)A2 + xf(4)A2);
fpa = atan2(xf(3),xf(4));
%lift and drag in radial and circumferential directions
x3D= .5*Cd*rho*A*VA2*sin(fpa)/xf(5);
x4D = .5*Cd*rho*A*V^2*cos(fpa)/xf(5);
x3L= .5*Cd*LD*rho*A*VA2*sin(pi/2+fpa)/xf(5);
x4L = .5*Cd*LD*rho*A*VA2*cos(pi/2+fpa)/xf(5);
%constraints - make target altitude with 50m/s velocity down
w(1) = xf(1) - (R + Dr);
w(2) = pf(2);
w(3) = xf(3) + Dv(1);
w(4) = xf(4) + Dv(2);
w(5) = xf(5) - payload;
%w(6)= Hamiltonian(ff)
sinu = pf(3)/sqrt(pf(3)A2 + pf(4)A2);
cosu = pf(4)/sqrt(pf(3)A2 + pf(4)A2);
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w(6) = 1 + pf(1)*xf(3) + pf(2)*xf(4)/xf(1);
w(6) = w(6) + pf(3) * (xf(4)A2/xf(1) - gO*RA2/(xf(1 )A2) + T*sinu/xf(5) - x3D + x3L);
w(6) = w(6) + pf(4) * (-xf(3)*xf(4)/xf(1) + T*cosu/xf(5) - x4D + x4L);
w(6) = w(6) + pf(5) * (-T/(Isp*9.81));
D.8: 4th Order Runge-Kutta Numerical Integrator
function [x, p] = RKsolve3(xi, pi, gO, R, T, Isp, dt, n)
%finds x and p at the next step in time using
%a multi-variable runge-kutta scheme
t=O;
x=xi;
p=pi;
for h=2:n+1,
%1
[xk(:,1) pk(:,1)] = scseval3(t, x(:,h-1), p(:,h-1), gO, R, T, Isp);
%2
xt=x(:,h-1) + xk(:,1)*dt/2;
pt=p(:,h-1) + pk(:,1)*dt/2;
[xk(:,2) pk(:,2)] = scseval3(t+dt/2, xt, pt, gO, R, T, Isp);
%3
xt=x(:,h-1) + xk(:,2)*dt/2;
pt=p(:,h-1) + pk(:,2)*dt/2;
[xk(:,3) pk(:,3)] = scseval3(t+dt/2, xt, pt, gO, R, T, Isp);
%4
xt=x(:,h-1) + xk(:,3)*dt;
pt=p(:,h-1) + pk(:,3)*dt;
[xk(:,4) pk(:,4)] = scseval3(t+dt, xt, pt, gO, R, T, Isp);
%final
xk(:,2)=2*xk(:,2);
xk(:,3)=2*xk(:,3);
x(:,h) = x(:,h-1) + (dt/6)*sum(xk')';
pk(:,2)=2*pk(:,2);
pk(:,3)=2*pk(:,3);
p(:,h) = p(:,h-1) + (dt/6)*sum(pk')';
t=t+dt;
end
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